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High dropout rate
plagu~s

Students jam

~he

library in preparation for upcoming

e~ams.

<Jeff McAllister photo)

UNH's first lady does more
ihan serve tea alid cookies
By Laura Flynn
The huge sugar maple drops
its melon-colored leaves on the
well-trimmed grass outside the
President's house on Main Street
in Durham.
Inside, the "first lady" entertains again.

"This is cinnamon tea from the
Common Market,'' says Dottie
Mills setting down on the
mahogany table tray with a china
teapot and two matching teacups.
''You might want to try one of
those while they're still hot," shE
adds, pointing to the cheese hor~

d'oeuvres on a plate beside them.
Mrs. Mills is well-rehearsed iJ1
this role as hostess. She has en
tertained one group of guests af
ter another since her husbam
was appointed President of UNl1
in 1975.
"Sometimes it piles up," she
says with a tinge of exasperation.
"Sometimes a lot comes in a
short time and you need a

breather.

After each group of

T-School

By Judi Paradis
Almost one third of all Thompson
School freshmen dropped out of
school second semester last year,
~cordingJo figures from the UNH
Registrar's Office.
An average of 48 freshmen have
withdrawn from Thompson School
each semester since 1974. The
average freshman class size at
the school is 257.
Stephanie Thomas, UNH
registrar, said comparative figures
were not available from other
colleges within the university.
But Thompson School Faculty
said this week they consider that
a high number.
Thompson School offers twoand four-year programs in forestry,
agriculture, and other related fields.
John Boi.ak, associate professor
of forest technology, said, "fast
year we started in forestry with
50 students and now w~have 32."
"Historically we have graded
harder than other colleges," Bo-·
zak said. "I think we're harder."
Bozak said, "Maybe we're ju.st
being fair to the ~tudents. We try
not to lead a student on if he
doesn't have the ability to complete
the program."

"Some students can't handle it
academically,'' Bozak said,
"especially math oriented courses."
Donald Silva, associate professor
of communications at TSAS, said
there is less grade inflation in TSAS
than in any other college at UNH.
Silva said students in the
Thompson School are not given
special treatment just because
they are freshman.
Thompson, a two-year school,
prevents students from doing a lot
of discovering and getting a broad
education, Silva said.
Thompson School courses have
a different goal in mind than the
other schools at UNH. He said
in Thompson School "a career is
paramount; this makes quite a
bit of difference."
"People are trying to gain a
great deal of knowledge in two
years instead of four,'' Silva said.
Silva said most professors in
Thompson School do not have to
do much research. This lets them
concentrate on teaching, he said.
Silva said, "Professors are
paying very close attention to
their students' performance.'' He
T-SCHOOL, page 8

MUB Pub cuts losses
By Fred Carter
must rely on beer because it is
The MUB Pub has cut losses by a self-supporting business that

almost 75 percent over last year.

gets no student funding.

"Last September the Pub had
Kane said, "We feel it's a little ·
events, I always say to myself,
lost $4,190," said Rich Kane, Pub unfair. The Pub entertainment
"it's good to be over that hurdle."
- The house sparkles with
manager. "This September the committee functions in the same
refinement and unpretentious
total is somewhere around $800 or was as SCOPE and MUSO. ''
warmth, accentuated as Shetan
$900."
<SCOPE and MUSO receive student
and Kiki, the Mills' dogs, sca~
Last year the Pub lost over money to finance concerts, guest
per about on the gold carpet m $13,000, more than 90 percent of speakers, and other events.)
According to Kane, the entertainthe sitting room.
. , it in the first semester. Kane said
Wednesday night, the Mills
he expects better management ment committee gets its entire
hosted about 60 members of the will continue to cut down on deficits. $20,000 budget from beer sales.
New England Board of Higher
The MUB Pub is nm by a faculty- It books acts five nights a week
Education, and three.· weeks ago student committee. Last year a for 29 weeks a year.
they held a reception f_or 115 separate committee was hired to
"We're now booking a week in
foreign students and their host book entertainment, Kane said, advance," he said. "Besides that
families. They also sponsored which caused a lot of problems. we're trying to get better-quality
the annual freshman picnic last Kane said that was an experiment acts. Last week we had a band
month. Mrs. Mills says she gets that failed. This year entertainment that played in the Paradise in
assistance for her entertaining is handled by his office again.
Boston."
from the students. She uses the
Contract problems with disc
MUB Catering Service, and the
jockey Rick Bean and his brief MUB PUB, page 15
- Thompson School provides cen- · absence because of them also
terpieces and bouquets for the
hurt the pub last year, said Kane. - - - - tables. It also sends students as
Last fall, Hean and the pub 's
8 81
helping hands in the kitchens.
entertainment could not resolve
First lady Dottie Mills: More than just a good hostess.
"But I always prepare contract disputes so Bean did not
<Robert Bauer photo)
something myself, and I plan the return until the spring. The'
menu to give to the catering ser- committee beCame uncomfortable
vice " she• adds. "That way, with paying Bean a percentage of
mor~ of 'me' _goes into it.''
beer sales, saying it did not wish
Mrs. Mills feels being the to promote alcohGlism.
"I don't know why it was so
president's wife requires more
than being just a hostess. "We messed up with Bean," Kane said.
represent the University at other "We got him back the second
places as well as here," she_ says, semester, because the new com"and I think it's important JUSt to mittee had a willingness to be
By Jennifer Grant
dent at Scorpio's Pub on Sept. 22,
be an integral part of the Univer- flexible. We realized his needs and
A UNH student will appear in when, according to the court
sity and attend all the various he realized ours."
Durham District Court on Oct. 20 docket, Smith allegedly "touched functions that we do."
Bean is back now, getting a flat Bleary-eyed gonzo journalist Dr.
S. Thompson defied modern
on a charge of / sexual assault the part of her (the waitress')
rate
of $115 a night, with no Hunter
· For the last year, Mrs. Mills
medicine by speaking to a crowd of
on a Durham waitress.
clothing that covered her vagina, has worked as a docent <a trained
percentage of beer receipts. He 700 in the MUB Tuesday night. Page 3.
Thomas Smith of Lee, a UNH knowing that this incident was
volunteer) for the art gallery maintains his old schedule of
senior, was arrested on the charge offensive to her."
Campus Calendar _ _ _ _ page 5
in the Paul Creative Arts Center. Monday and Wednesday-nights.
Sept. 23. He was arraigned Sept.
According to a witness who
"Rick is contracted for this Notices
page 6
of
the
gallery
to
She
gives
tours
26 and was released on $500 per- wished to remain anonymous,
semester, and probably next Editorials, letters _ _ pages 10,11
grammar
school,
junior
high
and
sonal recognizance.
Smith was sitting at a table with
pages 12, 13
high school students, and she has semester also," said Kane. "He's Arts
Smith pleaded innocent to the six to eight other men.
a professional who's very good at Classified
page 14
art
slides
for
helped
put
together
charge.
.
what he does."
Comics
page 16
.
Sports
pages
-20..
The charg:e stems from an ind~ · ASSAULT: page 16
- Although Bean gets ne percent-.__ __....._.....,.........._ _ _l-8_
_
FIRST LADY, page6
age of beer sales, the MUB ~ub

- -.d--e---.....
1

Waitress charges
sexual assault
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News Briefs

Professor _has new smoking cure
By Jennifer Grant

Anti CWlP bill fails
The New Hampshire House defe~_ted a me;:isure Wednesday to
permit a bill outlawing construchon-works-m-progress <C~IP)
electric rat~ charges, to be ·c onsidered without ~ommittee
hearings.
·
b
The attempt to bring the bill onto the House floor for ?e ate was
defeated by 18 votes, just shy of _the ~ecessary two-thirds vote to
suspend rules for introducing legislation..
.
.
The legislature passed a previou·s anh-CWIP bill but failed to
.
.
.
override Gov. Meldrim Thomson'~ yeto. .
Wednesday's defeat killed the bill for this legislative session.

DorID to hold IDeIDorial
Hetzel Hall residents will hold a. memorial serviL..: Sunday at 2
p.m. for the late Carl Mastrianni, ~ho ~ied ir;t Colo~ado_in A~gu~t.
David Bia'nco, director of Resident~a~ Life, ~ill give a bri~f
eulogy in the dorm's main lounge. ~artlcipants ~111 p!ant a tree m
front of the dorm in the former Hetzel Head Res1~ent _s memory.
Mastrianni died Aug. 4 at St. Anthony's Hospital m Denver of
multiple skull fractures following an assault.
Garfield County, Colorado, S~e~iff's J?ep~. officials Wt::re ~~
available for comment on their mvestigat10n of Mastrianni s
death which they are investigating.as a homicide.
In September they said they had no clue~ to the a~ault._
Carrie Roan tree, a Hetzel Resid~nt Assistant •. sa1~ res1dents,?f
the dorm decided to hold the service for Mastrianni beca~se a
lot of people couldn't go to the fune~al in Rhode Island 1~ the
summer." She said many people still d_o not know details of
Mastrianni's death.
The dorm has invited about 80 -of Mastrianni's friends and
colleagues to the service, Roan tree·said, including his family. She
added that all students are welcome.
Roantree said the service will be·_ron-denominational.

WUNH
reinOdels
.
.

.

·..

-

.

WUNH has spent almost _$1,600 ~h renoy~tions to its st1:1dio.
Steve Woodward, the st(ltion's . g~r:ier~l ·. manager, said WUN~
built a new air room, at a· cost 6f~~arly_ $300. It moved _the air
room across the studio to· improv~_ -broadcast sound quahty and
cut down on record theft, he said. . _: ·
· . .
.
According to Woodward,.. hollow counter.. t~ps m the old air room
distorted sound and make·it reverb_erate through to the speakers.
WUNH bought tw" 11ew -._turntables for .$650 each. W<?odward
said the turntables keep record sot.,1ftd reprod~ctioJ?, consistent.
Doug WhiLe, Mark, "\Vard, ar:ict ~o_ger B,res1de~k1, members of
the student radio station, -des1gned·:.the r:enovahons~ W<>?dwa~~
said the station was able to s_a ve money by salvaging old
materials.

Ross to discllss ·IDounties
Lt. Paul Ross of the UNH Polite Dept. will bring his m?unted
police program before the Stud.e!1t Caucus on Sunday mght at
: ~~e purpose of th~ horseback p·~tr?l . is . to _incr~ase the pol~~e
patrol power on campus and for pubhc: relatlo~s,. Ross said, A
cruiser is restricted to patrolling roads and officers on foot can
only go so far in a short am_ount ~f tilri~-".' .
Ross will welcome any ~omment from the student body at the
discussion . The . meeting ·. in the· MUB · will follow a Cauc:us
discussion with Dick Steven, vi.ce-.president for student affairs
and acting dean of students,.
: .
. ..
If the student response is_-favorc~ql_e;fi:oss,!ntends to 1mtlate the
program "possibly by the e,nd of th~ mor;it~.
7

The ·w eather
.

.

.

-·

~

The National Weather Servic"e ." predicts rain for today, with
temperatures in the 60s.
. : · : ·· .
Scattered showers are forecast for tonight, with temperatures
dropping down to the mid-30s.
: · . ·· :
Saturday should be partly sunny with: teil)peratures in the 60s .
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UNH psychology Professor
David Van Nuys has a new cure
for tobacco addiction.
It's a kind of cross between
Transcendental Meditation, mind
control, and hypnosis, although
Van Nuys would not call it any of
those.
He'll be offering his stopsmoking workshop for those who
want to quit, at the New England
Center on Oct. 29. The 12-hour
workshop costs $100.
Van Nuys' workshop is based
on a Canadian research program
called REST ( Rec!UC'Prl F.nvirorrmental Stimulation Therapy) ;-The REST technique requires
total darkness and isolation for
twenty-four hours. Van Nuys ' approach is less rigid .
The first two or three hours are
devoted to a lecture emphasizing
tobacco addiction. Intra-personal
exercises are conducted to
acquaint the participators with
each other.
Van Nuvs said. " Little food is
made available , in hopes of
creating a fasting atmosphere.
Fasting is one of the best ways to
produce a state of consciousness
that can easily promote change. "
Ten participants are then given
a pair of earphones and a ''Mindfold" mask and told to lie down on
a mattress. They remain on the
mattress for 8 hours, hearing
natural sounds over the earphones with periodic voice
suggestions like "Smoking is a
poison to your body . You like to
smoke, but don't you like your
body more?''

Van Nuys said, "The area of cle and reflect on their experiself-esteem is highlighted ,in the ences. · "Most people remain silent
session. People are made to JUSt enjoying their s~cces_s and
realize that if they succeed in thinking deeply . This silence
quitting smoking, they will be usually continues for several
better people, more healthy and days afterwards," said Van
Nuys.
more self-confident.''
After eight hours of lying down,
SMOKING, page 5
they assemble in a candle-lit cir-

Professor David Van Nuys has developed a way to help
smokers kick the habit. <CynthiaCutshall phot,o)

Homecoming Queen: isn't sexist,
participants in contest say
By Jackie Horn

·_.

£

.

~

Although some campus women
have objected to the Hom·e-coming Queen contest, contestants are looking forward to the
return of the tradition. ·
.
~.
Mike Crowl~y. chairman of the
committee that will select the
, ii' '
queen, said, "We found th~t over
the past few years the· idea of
Homecoming was going downhill." He said the contest is one
way to involve students in the
dorms.
Nancy Boxhus, Susan Ludwig,
Marianne Gross, Debra Walker,
and Meighan Dignam were
chosen as finalists at a-social tea
at the Elliott Alumni Center Wednesday night.
The judges will announce the
winner Oct. 13, basing the
decision on personality, poise,
scholastics, and extracurricular .
Candidates for Homecoming Queen say they're revivmg a traand community involvement.
dition. <Karen Janos photo)
The winner will compete to be
Orange Bowl Queen in December.
· The finalists were unavailable
for comment, but other ~ntrants
said they liked the idea of a
Homecoming Queen.
·
Twenty new outdoor lights will soon be added to a parking
Entrant Maggie Gross s~1id she
lot and five buildings on campus by Physical Plant Operations
was "honored" to be n_pn'linated
and Maintenance <PPO&M>.
by her residence hall, and,sees it
The outdoor lights will "enhance -pedestrian safety and reduce
as a chance to meet peopl~ :
the danger of personal assaults and vandalism," according to
In a letter to The Ne.v/HampPPO&M Assistant Director Henry Dozier
s .h ire, however, ·. fhe · UNH
Two of the floodlights will be put on • McConnell lJall, where
Women's Center called the cona freshman was sexually assaulted last Sunday. Cnper lights will
test "an archaic tradition
be installed on Kingsbury, Parsons and Devine Halls, Schofield
resulting in a regression of
House, and at parking Lot A.
.
values. ' '
The lights in ·Lot A, Dozier. said, will make it easier to dnve
Women's Center member Mary
through the lot at night and will help. prevent vandalism of parked'
Price said, "We think ·this is
cars.
viewing women as ol:;>j~Cts. : It is a
Dozier said the lights are not a reaction to the sexual assault but
traditional value to put-a :woman
"part of an ongoing program.
on a pedestal. " She wondered if
" Generally we have a good level of illumination throughout the
an average-looking woman would
campus," he said. "Though on occasion you may find a black hole. "
be nominated or selecte.d . .
UNH. police Chief Ronald McGowen said the lights will help
There was one maie contestant ,
policemen patrolling the campus.
Alexander Miller from Englehardt.
"When you light up an area, crime generally decreases ,"
McGowen said.
Miller said he was '' not out to
Electrical foreman Larry Wahl sair! the lights "have been on
order for weeks and will be installed as soon as they arrive."
QUEEN , page 15
The lights, Wahl sai_d, cost about $2,800.
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Gonzo journalist
says he's quitting
By Kate McClare
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson is getting out of journalism.
"I've taken journalism as far
as it can__go," he told an audience
of 800 people in the Granite State
Room of the MUB Tuesday night.
"It's no fun any more."
~~at he'd.rather.do, ,~he f~th~r
of

Thompson demonstrates the California sobriety test with a volunteer from the audience.
<Art Illman photo)

Consumer group will campaign
against nuke power surcharge
By Rachel Gagne
The Granite State Alliance, a
New Hampshire consumer
group, is conducting a major
campaign against CWIP (Construction Works in Progress),
the electricity surcharge helping
to finance the Seabrook nuclear
power plant.
At a speech before 20 people
Wednesday night in the Strafford
Room of the MUB, alliance
member Michael Ganley said,
''We hope to knock on every door
in the state to give everyone a list
of the candidates in their area,
showing where each one stands
on the CWIP issue.''

The state legislature last year
failed to override Gov. Meldrim
Thomson's veto of a bill
outlawing CWIP. A second antiCWIP bill, scheduled for a vote
Wednesday, did not reach the
House floor.
"It (the bill) won't come out
again until after the elections so
people of New Hampshire will be
voting on candidates on Nov. 7
who will be deciding on the CWIP
bill in January,'' said Ganley.
"What happens on Nov. 7 will
have a large impact on other parts of the country and in Washington, which is why the alliance is
making a major effort to knock

on every door in the state and
give them information on CWIP
so that they will be aware that
they are paying in advance for
services not rendered,'' said
Ganley.
Nowhere else in New England
is CWIP allowed. Yet some of
these stales do have plants.
Ganley said the plant can be
built without CWIP.
"We have had a 118.7 percent
rate hike in the past five years in
New Hampshire," said Ganley.
"This is second highest in the
country, Portland Gas & Electric
CWIP, page 16

gon70 JOUrn!llu:m

around a bit, obviously enjoying
being at the center of attention,
he settled down to business.
"It's probably a medical triumph that I'm able to speak at
all tonight," he said. "I feel like
-a trained bear at some goddamn
circus."
On his exit from political journ-

~!lid, I~ ·ali,:,m

Thomp,:,on ,:,aid

"For 10

"to lie on a big bed in _a tin- years' I've been tryi~g to sell
roofed shack with lots ot ~ooa anything for more than a hundred
weed, some m':1shroo~s, a httle dollars. I never thought journalism
coke to k~ep thmgs active, a ~ot- -was worth doing. I still don't.''
He said he hates to write calling
tie of whiskey, and fuck until I
die."
it "the ugliest work I cc{n think
Thompso~ ~tands a good c.h~n- -of. If I could ,get back to crime
~e ~f reahzu~g .that am~ibon I would but I've got this high
Judgmg from his hfe of gettmg as profile with that goddamn comic
~toned as possible on a~ many strip.'!
illegal substances as possible.
Cartoonist Garry Trudeau has
The man .who ?as ~ecome a cult immortalized
Thompson
in
hero by bemg, m his own bleary "Doonesbury" with the pereyes, "one of the nation's most petually drugged character Uncle
notorious drug. ~bust:rs,'' t<1~ked Duke. Thompson said of Trudeau,
mostly of pohbcs, JOUrnahsm, "I'd like to set the little bastard
and drugs during the MUSO- on fire."
"I doubt if anyone wants to be
sponsored speech.
T.he format ~e requested was a comic strip character,'' he said.
strictly queshon-and-answ~r, "(The comic strip) has made it :
moderated by. UNH Enghsh impossible for me to work in
Professor Les Fisher.
political journalism.''
"I have nothing to sell, nothing Thompson may be leaving the
to say, and if anybody's dumb journalism business but, with one
enough to pay me to come and novel ready for publication and
answer questions, what the hell," another one half-written he'll still
said the author of "Fear and be writing.
'
Loathing in Las Vegas," "Hell's And he added to those jaded
Angels," and "Fear and Loathing comments on his profession "As
on the Campaign Trail."
long as Richard Nixon's a v'iable
He strutted cockily onstage candidate for anything, my work
looking like a coked-up redneck is not done."
in a day-glo orange fisherman's
hat and down vest. After puttering THOMPSON, page 4

Hughes vows to cut taxes
By Kate McClare
Congress is overtaxing the
country and Norm D' Amours is
one of the worst offenders, Dan
Hughes said this week.
"D'Amours has voted for every
major spending bill and for every
tax increase," said Hughes, who
is seeking Democrat D'Amours'
New Hampshire seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
Like many of this year's
political candidates, Hughes. is
campaigning on a tax rehef
program inspired by California's
60 percent property tax cut.
If elected, the 32-year-old Manchester Republican said he plans
to support the Kemp-Roth bill,
which would cut federal income
and other taxes by 33 percent.
He said he also supports a
_ tuition tax credit to parents of
college students.

"D'Amours," said Hughes, "is
agamst everything I'm for " anct
votes for everything his
challenger disapproves of.
Hughes said he opposes the
Social Security tax increase,
President Jimmy eater's energy
program which Hughes called
"an energy tax," and cuts in
national defense spending.
Hughes has never held public
office, but said that doesn't
bother him. No New Hampshire
congressman has ever held office
before getting to Washington, he
said, except for Rep. James
Cleveland.
Hughes, a bachelor, said, "In
this country 44 percent of
people's income goes to taxes. It
kills incentive. People can't afford tot •ty a house or a car or to
send their kids to college.''.
The tax cuts he supports would

not hurt social services, Hughes
said. ''When you cut taxes you increase revenues by broadening
your base. The tax cut will stir up
the economy by creating jobs."
There are "enough people out
there'' to provide revenue,
Hughes said. The Kemp~Roth
solution will mean more are able
to pay.
"When the economy goes up,
spending should go down," he
said. "But after we started
pulling out of the 1974 recession
this didn't happen. Spending has
been going up."
Hughes called the federal
government "this country's
biggest growth industry."
Although Hughes said he favors
HUGHES, page 7

Congressional candidate Huges says he'll cut taxes. (Larry
Lindquist photo)

Gallen says University
is doing something right

liubematorial candidate Hugh Gallen: "A reasonable person"
<Dave LaBianca photo)

By Gary Langer
The state government has not
treated the University unfairly
in recent years, Democratic gut?ernatorial candidate Hugh Gallen said
Wednesday.
"I've had no one coming to me
saying the University is in trouble,"
Gallen said. "We have a high
quality of students here so we must
be doing something right.''
The Littleton car dealer said he
has not studied the University
System's request for $71 million
in state funding for the next two
years. New Hampshire's financia1
support for higher education now

ranks last in the nation.
"I'm recognized as a reasonable
person," said Gallen, 54. "I'm
able to hear both sides and decide
what's best for the taxpayers and
for the University System."
Gallen, who ran successfully for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nominations in 1976 and 1974,
opposes any state sales or income
tax.
The candidate said he will use
"better management, a re-evaluation of priorities, and a review of
all state qgencies" to help the state
make ends meet in the face of'inflation.

"I'll cross that bridge when I
get to it," he said.
In other issues, Gallen said he
favors building the Seabrook
nuclear power plant, but not
funding it through inc~eased
electric bills; supports the idea of
a wholly-elected student trustee;
and is giving decriminalization
of marijuana "a hard look."
Gallen said he would outlaw the
Public Service Company's Construction Work in Progress (CWIP)
charg_es, which accounted for a 17
GALLEN;

pdge 17
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Hunter Thompson goes

go~zo

normal exercise for a red-blooded
American boy.''
He said Nixon "was an easy
act to follow" after the Watergate
"E.v ery time I want to quit," scandal, but was amazed that
he said, "something like the Hell's Carter could follow so badly.
Angels or Nixon comes along."
"He was so naive," Thompson
Thompson said he once almost said of Carter during the last
blew up Nixon, accidentally. "But presidential campaign. "He was
it would have been a disservice like a 16-year-old president of the
to the country to blow Nixon up.
senior class in high school talking
Better to let him blow himself about how he was going to run
up," he said.
the government. I don't think he
Thompson called Gov. Meldrim understood at all the deep nastiThomson "a dumb hillbilly fa- ness of Washington .''
scist" and predicted Massachu- ·
"Politics for me is not honorable
setts Sen. Edward Kennedy would or decent or understandable or
beat President Jimmy Carter in rational," Thompson said. "Nothe next election ''unless Carter body should be involved in it expulls off an amazing reversal."
cept for self-defense."
Kennedy should run, he said,
"It's hard to get people involved
but "he'll probably get 5hot. u·~
ln polltlcs unless they get threatbetter than dying in a hospital."
ened. It's fun to run revolutions
He brought up Kennedy's 1969 and wars against the government.
car accident in Chappaquiddick, It's no fun to win them ."
Mass., in which Kennedy's secreThompson described a time in
tary died. The Peter Bourne-drug Aspen, Colorado, when he and his scandal, the Bert Lance affair, friends "neutralized the political
and other Carter administration machine" by running for the
scandals, said Thompson, make county sheriff's seat.
Chappaquiddick look like "a
"Our emblem was a fist with

Macs Are Back!!
Cider too!!
Mathes Garrison Farm

at UNH

THOMPSON
continued from page 3

17 & u·nder

11-IFA1RE

ONLY $1.00
6:30 & 8:30
Starring

~\\.O ·
~c.'"'

~\\..~

Peter Sellers

'·
Q
~~.a

f P..

N-0-W
THAU OCT 17TH
AT 6:40 & 9:00

John Travolt
Olivia
Newton -John

in

Malle's

Revenge of the Pink Panther
Sun-Mon
6:30 & 8:30

WALT DISNEY'S

JUNGLE BOOK

Coming ...
Tho~pson signs autographs for an eager crowd after his

SLAUGHTER HOUSE FIVE
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

lecture. <Dave LaBianca photo)
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MubPubClub
Announcing

Dormitory Feud
(Just Like Family Feud)

Every Sunday Night

A Dover tradition
of finedining

Starting October 8, 1978
Any Dorm, Fraternity, Sorority, or
Student group of Sis eligible _
Weekly and Grand Prizes Awarded

Hearty Sandwiches
Quality Steaks, Seafood A: Prime Rib
CASUAL DRESS
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
Lunch and Dinner Served Daily
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

749·4S8S

See Rick any Wednesday or S_u nday
for details

Dormitory Feud
(Just Like Family Feu'd)

'

-- . ·at

·.
- •'

!/leia/red'Dining
.(uncheon 12·2 · TueJ·Fri
'llinner 6·9 TueJ· TIUJrs
6·10 Fri·Sat
1

Master Charge American Exprcu

Visa

16 Third Street Dover, N.H.
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Professor has a new cure

cantpus calendar

humanitarian effort, not just as a
money-making operation. My
operating and advert~sing- ·cos~s
are so high that I'm Just barely
breaking even," said Van Nuys.
He added, "The average
smoker spends the $100 that my
workshop costs by smoking for
three months. Think of how much
more they'll be saving through
my workshop than just money.''

SMOKING
continued from page-2
Van Nuys conducted several of
these workshops over the summer and said they were 80 to 90
percent successful. He has been
offering a :3-day moneyguarantee in the past, but he's
unsure if this can continue due to
loss of profit from the program.
Van Nuys is a visiting professor
from Sonoma State University in
California, north of San Francisco. He came to UNH last year , .
and said he and his f~ily likP.d
Durham . . so well that they

FRIDAY, O_ctober 6

The Nagoya House
Japanese Cuisine

decided to stay on for another

o

Dinner:
p.m. - 10 p.m.
year.
He did his doctoral work on
Tuesday-Sunday
hypnosis and psycho-the~apy.
"Six or eight years ago, It ocWINE and BEER SERVED
curred to me that there were two
vast markets that weren't being
-Closed Mondayshelped; smoking and overweight R.t. 16 Spaulding Turnpike, Newington, N.H.
control," he said.
Van Nuys originally used hyptelephone: 436-0891
nosis as a method of therapy to
help people stop smoking. He
said, "While hypnosi~ helped
~
~~~~~
some people, it was not nearly as
effective as it's cracked-up to
-Research Report~ '
be."
Van Nuys said, "People have a
~Group Papers '
deep era ving for ceremonial
-FinalPapers '
passage rites into adulthood.
Many of them do this by
smoking.''
-Curriculum Materials'
In past years, he said, smoking
was considered "cool." But, he
added, the myth is disappearing.
"The social pressure put on
smokers now is very strong. This
-complete copy-printing serviceis causing a lot of people to want
,47
Ma;n
SI
reel
lei. 868-24fi0 I
to quit smoking," he said.
"Some smokers can quit very ~~~~
~~~
easily, where others can't quit
,
wiilio~ou~~ehclp.Aad~fio~~~~e~e-w~a-m-p~s-r_e_IB_p_u~l~~~h~~a-nd~d~~~tn~.b~u~~~d~~-m~i~-w-e~e~~y~t~-o~u~gh~o~~~
tobacco and nicotine IS pnmanly the academic year. Pub. no. 379280. Our offices are located in the Memorial
a physiolegical problem. Some Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Editorial office Room 151; business ofpeople are affected by nicotine fice Room 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Wednesday
more than others. I help those and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage
people who can't quit on their paid at Durham, N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The
own," said Van Nuys.
New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824.
''I regard my workshops as a ~1~1,~~~co~p=~=s~~r~~~su~e~ri~nt~~~at~C~o~~~~r~P=ub~li~sh~in~C~~~··~R~h~s~~~~-
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j

'
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After m_
aking hits
for everyone else,
Fuller ana Kaz have
one for themselves.
Eric Kaz wrote "Love Has No Pride:' "Sorrow
Lives Here" and other classic spngs recorded by
Linda Ronstadt, Rita Coolidge and Bonnie Raitt.
Craig Fuller was the key force behind the
success of Pure Prair~e League, and penned
their hit "Amie:'
Both combined to found American Flyer,
whose two albums gained enthusiastic support
among music-lovers everywhere.
And now they've joined forces, once againonty this time, it's Craig Fuller and Eric Kaz up
front, in charge, and soon
CRAIG FULLER ·
to be on top.
ERIC KAZ
"Craig Fuller/Eric Kaz~' The
Crylike:~~~~S'.~h~~~ayAgain
d e b u t a lb um f rom two o f th e ,, , , , , , ....,,,.,,,,,,.
LetTheFireBurnAllNight

g~s~:rugr:~i~o~::'~~!fs~~~day. l~

Tapes.•

·

Album produced by Val Garay.
.. Columbia:· . , are trademarks of CBS Inc. I(; I978 CBS Inc.

..

t

GREENPEACE---SAVE THE WHALE ORGANIZATION:
The organization will have a table set up in the Memorial
Union from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Literature, T-shirts, and buttons will be available.
ART PRINT SALE: A wide variety of prints at reasonable
prices. East-West Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sponsored by Student Activities.
MEN'S SOCCER: Connecticut, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
MUB PUB: "Stark," rock, 8 p.m.
-EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS--20 PER CENT OFF
SALE: Room 135, Memorial Union. Sponsored by the N.H.
Outing Club. Sale will be held during office hours.
SATU RDAy' October 7
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Brown, Memorial Field, 11
a.m.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TRACK: Brown ~nd Harvard, Lewis Field, 11:30 a.'m.
MEN'S FOOTBALL: Connecticut, Cowell Stadium, .1:30
p.m. Season tickets or $3 general admission. Reserved seats ·
$5. Open House at the.Elliott Alumni Center after the game.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Bridgewater and Clark, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field House, 3 p.m.
MUB PUB: "Stark," rock, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, O~tober 8
PROJECTIONS: "To Have and Have Not," and "The Big
Sleep." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission$. 75 or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m.
MONDAY, October 9
WOMEN AND MATHEMATICS CONFERENCE: "Mathematics as the Critical Filter," Kay Amsden, Health Studies,
John Burt, WSBE, and Betty Roberts, Social Services will
discuss the critical role mathematics plays in various
disciplines. Forum Room, Library, 4 p.m.
TUESDAY, October 10
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Greek Tragedy,"
Wilburn L. Sims, Theater and Communication. James Hall,
Room 303, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
FRESHMAN CAMP REUNION: MUB Pub, 8 p.m. Open to
all students whether or not they went to Freshman Camp.

20% OFF ALTRA RIPSTOP
DOWN VEST KIT
Top quality and guaranteed easy
to sew. See the AL TRA Zi1>on-off
sleeve kits that tum any vest Into
a parka.
Readymade value
Regular kit price
SALE PRICE

lllildtm&
Ci'llils

$48.00
$27.50
$22.00

Pctccc •ook Lane - ·

IJwhana. New Hampshire
Tel .... 16&-5514
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notices
GENERAL
DEFENSIVE DRIVER COURSE : Completion of the
National Safety Council's Defensive Driving Course is
required of all University employees <this DOES include
work-study students> who may have occasion to operate
a University-owned vehicle. Each employee shall complete a refresher course everv three years. Failµre to
operate a University-owned vehicle con~istent with th~
intent of this program could result in the loss of
operating rights. For more information, contact the
Public Safety Division at 862-1442.
SOCIAL
SERVICE
STUDENT
COUNCIL:
Organizational meeting, Thursday, October 12, The 1~25
Room, Elliott Alumni Center, from 4-6 p.m. All Social
Work majors and prospective majors are urged to attend. Refreshments will be served.
THE STUDENT VIDEO TAPE ORGANIZATION <SVTO) TELEPHONE NUMBER is 862-2165. The number
was not orinteci in caboodle. Please add it to your copy.

aimed specifically at the interviewer's company, and to
define your goals in your own mind so you can express
them intelligentiy to others. Career Planning and
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Monday, October 9, at 6:30
p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Study party and
pizza party, Friday, October 6, Hubbard Hall Lounge, 7
p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS MEETING: Meeting for all
Psychology majors interested in becoming members of
the Psychology Ciub or Psi Chi. Tuesday, October 10,
Room 103, Conant Hall, 1 p.m. All Psychology majors
are urged to attend.
UNH SIMULATION GAMING CLUB: Games meeting,
Friday, October 6, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 6-11
p.m. "Star Force" game.
·
WOMEN'S CENTER: Meeting, Tuesday, October 10,
Room 134. Memorial IJnion. 7 o.m.

ACADEMIC

CLUB SPORTS

UNH/CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE INFORMATIO.I\
MEETING: Tuesday, October 10, Senate-Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m. Students interested
in spendine: a sempstPr or two at Chico 01 San Diego I
should attend. Applications and sign-out of catalogs in
Dean of Students Office, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.

SAILING CLUB: Meeting, Monday, October 9, Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.

CAREER
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUE WORKSHOP: Learn
how to ask as well as to answer questions. to offer ideas

~

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

FOR UNH MINI MARATHON:
Marathon (6.2 miles) will be held Sunday, October 15,
beginning af the Field House, at 10 a .m. Prizes will be
awarded to all classes. Register by Wednesday, October
11, Room l51, Field House. Entry fee $1. Open to
faculty /staff, students, and community residents.
ft.EGIST«A'l'ION

ENTERTAINMENT
Blues - Folk - Jazz

The

TUES. thru SAT.

-BOW

.Slreet

HEARTY SANDWICHES
STEAMERS

and
THE BEST CHILI AROUND
PLUS

RIVER TRAFFIC! !
OPEi 7 DAYS 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. - 431-94&4

ANNOUNCING
NEW BOOKSTORE HOURS
8 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
OPEN THIS SATURDAY
10-2 P.M.

/

Mrs. Mills emerges_
remembers.
"We were introduced after church, went on a
date that night, and got along just
great."
FIRST LADY
"We went together through
continued from page 1
college and got married a year
~efore our senior year,'' she says.
the teachers to use.
After college, the Mills moved
She is also on the committee to
"save the Ravine" and she calls to southern California where Dr.
it an important' and vital project. Mills attended Claremont
"We're going to lose that area Graduate School. They moved to
if we don't protect it,'' she warns. New Hampshire in 1962 when Dr.
" Before McConnell and Par- Mills was appointed Chairman of
the psychology department at
sons Halls were built there wasn't UNH.
as much traffic over there," she
"It took about a year to make
says. "But now, people keep
walking over the tree roots, the the transition from California,"
soil is stamped down and the Mrs. Mills recall. "We had a
trees can't get water. Some of heavy snow in October that year
tnose trees are 75 years old! am.I 1t reauy took me 1aback. It
We have to show people what we was quite a change to suddenly be
have that's worth protecting and dressing the kids in snow suits."
then what we have to do to
The Mflls' have two children.
protect it," she explains.
Their son, David, is a 22-year-old
Trees and streams were among graduate from Colby College in
the first sights that €aught Mrs. Waterville, Maine and has been
Mills's eye when she first came to traveling in Spain for the past
New Hampshire 16 years ago.
two-and-a-half weeks.
''We wrote all our friends in·
"He majored in government in
Southern California that there college
and he's interested in .Jnwas actually water in these terna tional
affairs," explains
streams ," she remembers, Mrs.
Mills. "He wanted to get a
laughing.
feeling of what it's like to live
Mrs. Mills has lived in college abroad.''
towns almost all her life. She
Sara,
their
18-year-oldgrew up in Richmond, Indiana
where her father was a professor daughter, is a freshman at Colby
at Earlham College, the same Sawyer College. Mrs. Mills says
school from which she received that both her children think that
her bachelor's degree in UNH has "a lot to offer" and adds,
"David often said that he could
Sociology.
" My mother was always enter- have been very happy going to
.taining members of the faculty;' ' UNH," but that in the long run,
she recalls. " I learned a lot from "both of them wanted smaller
schools."
her."
She. met Gene Mills when they
Mrs. Mills is "following in her
were both freshman at Earlham. children's footsteps" by taking
"A friend of his older brother's art history courses at UNH. "I
pointed me out when I was don't take the exams or write the
singing in the church choir," she papers, but I do the homework
assignments."
She started sitting in on art
history classes over four years
ago, and is now taking a course in
Chinese history after her interest
was sparked by the course she
took in Chinese art last year.
" I'm not exactly sure how the
students react to my being in
class with them," she says. "In
the .American architecture class I
took, one of the girls wanted to do
an article on this house, and she
was just tickled to discover that I
was in her class." ·
Mrs. Mills' other interests extend from collecting antiques to
cross-country skiing. "I also·knit
a couple of things a year and I
make some of my myn clothes,"
she adds.
At night, the President and his
"first lady" take the dogs for
walks all around the campus. "If
you stress a 'dogs off campus'
rule, you can't let your own run
around," she asserts.
Mrs. Mills admits that
sometimes she must take a back
seat to her husband. But she
stresses, "it's not in a resentful
way at all. He just has to face the
public more, give speeches at
everything. I'm glad I don't have
t-0 give all those speeches.''

Light Suppings.
Look At It Our Way.

and continuously carrying on
(

til quarter to midnifJht

Where Do You Gq
For Professional
Haircare at
easonable Prices?

Sustenance, Merriment and Cheer at

Qc3EfEATttEQc3

In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687
& On The Upper Square, Dover, N.H. • 749-0483

29Main St.
Durham

Hours:
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thurs. 'Till 8:QO

PHU NE : 868-7051
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CATALOG OF UNUSUAL ITEMS
Dealers, Clubs, Churches, Students, etc. Make
up to 100 percent profit, selling our many hundreds of
unusual items. Most items not found in stores.
Catalog and complete details for 30¢ postage.
C.C.C. -Dept. 608-Box 7586- Greenville, S.C. 29610

Hughes
HUGHES
continued from page 2

a tuition credit against taxes
owed for parents of college
students, he added, "We wouldn't
have this problem if we didn't
have inflation."
He said the current plan, of_fering a $100 credit, _is a ''placebo,''
and "doesn't go very far.'-'
"The original plan was for a
$500 tax credit per student a year
against taxes," he said. That plan
is the one Hughes favors.
Besides D'Amours, Hughes '
doesn't like the way Carter has
been performing in Washington.
"Carter hasn't kept any of his :

Students
Interested
Studying Abroad

.

ID

There will be an informational
meeting every Thursday afte·rnoon from 2:00 to 3:00 p .. m.

promis:es:, " he said. "He ran his ;

'//

· 6

Hello, I'm Mell Witham.
If you're looking for a
good wash and wear
aircut, I've got just
the answer. Come see
sat Shear Power.

Appointments ar,e ahyays avail.. .
able. We're open six days a
.~week. Mon. thru Wed. 9-6, Thurs. & Fri. 9-8,
Sat. 9-5. For a!l appointment Call 692-3930.

Roon1 111-Murkland Hall
Sec Geoq;e T. Alnc:thc:tm

campaign just to get elected." ·
Carter has weakened the counor Robin 0. Mellin
try's national defense, he said,
and has done little to ease inflation. ·
Tel. No. 862-2064.
According to Hughes, the
Russians produce 15 percent of ~l!!!fl!!ll!:!lt:Sl::{t::lt:f:t:1t:lt:l~--=i=t:~lt!Q=-t!a:slt=e!lll!l~::a:~~
their Gross National Product
(GNP) through defense, while
U.S. defense produces 4.7 percent
of our GNP.
"The Russians do not have a
history of trust," Hughes said. "I
am in favor of using economic
sanctions against them, and I
don't think we should be exporting our technology to them." .
The U.S. should not be "feeding" the Soviets "until they play
ball,'' Hughes said.
He criticized Carter for not
TOWN CAMPUS
"linking" conflicts in Africa with
the Russians. "We should link the
(and the Book Loft upstairs)
heck out of them," he said. ·
Hughes said his main worry
NOW OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
right now is beating D' Amours.
He said D 'Amours has not
responded to any of Hughes'
'TJL 9:00 PM
challenges to debate.
Hughes became active in
politics after leaving the Marines
in 1973. He was a staff assistant to
SATURDAYS 'TIL 6
former President Gerald Ford,
whom he still supports, in 1975,
and has led several state and
national Republican committees.

Oct. 3-7 - Cuckoo's Nest
Oct. 9 ~ Madigan
Oct. 10-14 - Willow
MON-College I.D. NIGHT
TUES-BEGGARS NIGHT

&

WED-LADIES NIGHT .

lRE

MFAlDV1tBRCDK
INN
. ..

AT THE PORTSMOUTH
TRAFFIC .CIRCLE

-':.'--'-

. .

.

.

-

The Brothers of

Pi Kappa Alpha
ir1vite you to
be our guests at the

10th ANNUAL
Great'X' supporrs

OKTOBERFEST

the student body
...With Back-To-School Haircuts That Accentuate Your .Best
Subjects.

Get a headstart on the upcoming
school year. Look great before
the bell rings for your first class.
At Great 'X', we know how

.

much 1 great haircut can
contribute to the body of a
student. That's how we support
the Student Body.
Learn how it feels to get your
head together...with your hair.
From Great 'X'... the precision
haircutters.

·.·»·· · · · · · · · · · ·
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Tonight7-1 :00 and Post Game Festivities Tomorrow 4-1 :00

MUSIC
BONFIRE
FOOD REFRESHMENTS
5 STRAFFORD AVE i._[Behind Stoke]
PIKE-THE CEN'l'ER OF
ATTRACTION AT UNH

and the Mall of New Hamp•!iire

. . _._. · · · · · · · · · · · :-.
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- · FRESHMAN CAMP il
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"AFondueRestaurant"

REU~~~~J:78

-~~~~~~7:;~~~

:

I

(

•camp Entertainment
and Dancing
•
Let's go nuts ·on
:
more time!
:
I Tuesday Night :
I
7:30-11 :30
:

-,~~~~ _,_ .,/J._,.__....

•

. (41•1916=

AdjacenttoPortsmouth'sStrawberryBank

••

I

October 10th

:

S~read the Word
~··

Enjoy a delicious fondue
and hear feature entertainment
in the Mary Baker Loµnge this
Friday and Saturday Night.
Open 7 days a week-

•1

...•.•...•••••••

iir4<)

38Statestreet
Portsmouth
New Ham. psh1're

~~~~~~~ster
Proprietors
431 .1173· 1

~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~

'

UILD YOUR OWN

BIG SCBBBN COLOB TV

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!

-----

Thomson
School
T-SCHOOL
continued from page 1
said, "I call them (students) on
the phone in their dormitories or
call them up in class and ask them
-to come see me."
Both Bozak and Silva agreed
that many reasons other than
acad~ contribute to students
leaving Thompson School.
"Most leave because they lose
interest," Bozak said. "People
coming right out of high school
don't h.:;ave an ido::a of wh.:;at forQStry

really is."
He said that many of his students
expect to roam through the woods
looking at bears and climbing fire
towers.
"When the cold hard facts of
business, engineering and biology
courses are presented,' ' Bozak
said, "people say 'hey, this is not
what I wanted. '"
Bozak said most UNH forestry
majors get jobs in industry or
government rather than recreation,
or wildlife.
Bozak said maybe the university
and high school guidance
counselors should do a better job
of explaining what various
programs really involve.
Silva agreed with Borak, saying
some students find after three
weeks the program is not _what
they want and transfer or drop
out.
John Leahy, assistant director
of Thomp~on School, said over
the. past four months 16 students
left TSAS for various reasons.
Leahy said there is "a financial
twinge in a lot of instances."
Leahy said he views withdrawals "as a normal thing like
leaves falling off trees. '' He said
he would like to know more about
students' reasons for leaving the
school, however. From now on,
he said, be is going to ask that
students tell him their reasons for
leaving.
"Students placed on academic
suspension often come back and
do well," Leahy said, "They find
a direction. I don't think there's
anything wrong with taking a
vacation."

"Personally, I d-on't think grad- .

Simulated TV Reception

It's Like Having a "Movie Theater" in Your Home!
AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95 _
Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials, Movies , Sports, on your Theater Size TV! It's like viewing on a movie
screen! Everything takes on a whole new dimension .. . almost makes you feel like you 're in the action! Can also
be used outdoors, converting your back yard into an open-air Outdoor Theater! This new invention, gives sharp
brilliant TV reception comparable t_9 commercial projector systems costing $2,500 or more. Absolutely SAFE,.to
use. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial
required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures (7% Ft. diagonal) on wall or screen, even in the smallest rooms or
apartments. · Best-of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself. Even a 12-year old
can do it quickly. Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable lifetime guaranteed Precision Lens System,
11" x 1 7" illustrated Plans and Specifications and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions. All you supply is only some
cardboard or wood for the simple cabinet. This ProjeCtor can be used with ANY Portable TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color or Black & White. If you wish, here's an easy way to make money in your sparetime.
Simply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc. Everyone with a Television
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each.Projector you build. Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost,
one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95, five kits - $99.95.

ing's a factor in whether students decide to come here," Bozak said. "We have a good
program and it gives a practical,
hands on training students can
use to get a job.
_
"I've been pleasantly surprised, " Bozak said, "I've had
students barely have the grade
point average needed to graduate
and go on to get bachelor's and
master's degrees."
" People hiring in this area
want to know what the student
can do, not what his grades are, "
Bozak said. TSAS requires
students to take a summer job in
their major, which Bozak said
develops skills for future employment.
"I don't know what our flunk
out rate is," Bozak said, "but we
don ' t lead students down a
primrose path."

SALES MARKETING Dept. NP-7
P.O. Box 2646
Merced, California 95340

Oct. 5&6
9am-5pm

Enclosed is $ _ _ _ _ _ _ for -------Postpaid complete TV PROJECTOR KITS
Name

PRICES
LARGE

"R"'•°'S

$2.25 : .:. J°OG $6.00
SMALL "Rl"-'°S

$1.40

EL J FOR

$3.50

SPfClt. L f[ ATURE

City /State - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p - - - - - - - - - -

E. S. i:URTIS
INDIAN PRINTS

Offer expires Ocfober 22, 1978
•

Over 1200 different prints

---- -- ------ - ----·- -----..;.,

._..
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Shrimp l\i..,quc
Onion Soup

1.65

Clam Chowder

3.f>O

Sh r irnp Cocktail

•
Prime Rib

•

•

Big No. 1

8.95

Big '.\Jo. 2
Big No. 3

10.45
JJ .9f)

, .Y . Sirloin

8.9fl
5.75

Bed K<dinb

Teriyaki Steak
Pilot House Steak
( 'h"PI ._,d

FOLKFEST

6.45
5.95
4

~irJ , ,in

I 'ilct Mignon

'78

Sat., Oct. 6 and su.n ., Oct. 7
Afternoon and Evening Concerts

"ENPUfUN:G, ~· "UNIQUE," "HUAtfAN,"
"Sll«:ERE," 'WAl~fJL./' "~," "HONEST,''

''GREAT," ''lt#IJJEN11AL,"

"CHALLENGING" and · "~WERFUL" •••
-4Horlboe In emcall part thooo flno talonto

(}~

9.H!5

•

•

•

8.4;)

l\.1ked Stuffed Shrimp

5.75

Broiled Scrod

FOLKFE~T

October 7 and

Openers and Work.shops
Bo'a en · Sbontz & Dixon
Heartland String Band
GuY,· Van Duaer and
Billy . Hovick
Joruitban Richman
Epicurean Buffet
More Folk Artists
lddi• Hattau and Vic Hyman

11: 30-2 : 30 .

Saturday

2: 30-6:30

H.25

Cr,\h Legs

Ba ke d S tu l'fe d H a d doc k

7W1

Tcr iy.1ki Shrimp

8.45
7.2fi

Broi led Scl\ llops

•

•

6:30-8

a-11

•

Ste,1k a nd S h rimp

c.eiid81.1

5.95

,11:30-2:30 .
2:3o-6:30

laday

3.2:5

S,1 ll\d Ba r wi th Breads
l ~ in! Pil,,r m l\\kcd Pnt"to. S"l.-ul B.u ,1ml Brend"

Served with Entrl!l'

Mushrooms

1.50

I.Ui, ' Coll.iDa
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: Joab ·White Jr.
· Guy Van Duser and
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20% ·DISCOUNT
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ADVANCE SALES

. · · Each Concert • · · · · · . · ....•. • . • .. . $5.00
· . All' Day. (two concerta) . . . . •...•... 17 .50
· .
Alf Weekend (four concert a) ...• . . . 115.00
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fntlVel . . . . . . . . . llmlted.
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It's Newl
A Personal C.olor Writing
BOciJd
. . . .·

:·

-Write in Vivid co19.rs.f
-Erase without rai.~lpg . cjust!
-A porous, glare-tre:e :. surface
-Size is 18" x 24'.' aDC! features a 112''
.

,

..

anodized alunii"0uin frame with
hanging loops. ·_ ·. ·.
-At a special pric.e .: _Qf.tS.1 1.95
-(3 larger sizes avcltt¢lb1e as well.)
. ·..-·· ...1··'. ·-: ..
• .. 1 ·• :

Oct. · 12 :and 13
-10 am t,o 3 pm
in the MUB lobby
'

: .. .: · : . .·.
·.. : ,·_

UNH eoQKSTORE
. _. ·:·:.

:_·.; ·.'.::

A University owned ·~Ph-profit facility
located on camp(is.-to serve you . ·
Hewift-Hq'H° .

862-214-1'
- --- - - - ____ _____ ___ ____________·--··----·-- --- .- - -- -- - -- ---- --,..,.
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editorial---An. escort servic-e makes sense
Many women on campus are scared - and they
have a right to be.
They' re scared to walk across campus alone after dark. Their fear is not p~ranoia but a real concern about the sexual assaults that have been
plaguing Durham.
A 16-year-old girl was ass;:wltPrl "" Route 108
Sept. 16. A UNH freshman was grabbed and
thrown to the ground near McConnell Hall last
Sunday. A waitress in town is charging a man
with assaulting her on the job. And_ there have
probably been many more unreported assaults.
UNH is installing outdoor floodlights in several
of the darker areas on campus. This may help
solve the problem.
·
But greater steps must be taken to protect
women students at UNH. To this end, The New
Hampshire urges the establishment of an escort
service on campus.
After a late meeting in the MUB or an evening at
a friend's, women students may be understandably hesitant to walk back to _their dorms or
parked cars. Right now, they have no choice but
to head out and take their chances.
The police say they're williQg to escort a student
from one place to another - when they have the
time. But, as director of Public Safety David Flanders said yesterday, "with the existing restrictions,
we are often not going to be able to be responsive
to those needs."
The police point out that they are not a taxi ser-

vice. They have other responsibilities.
But a taxi service, or something like it, is exactly
what is needed.
A woman student who wants to go from one
point to another should be able to call a campus
escort service to pick her up and take her where
she's going. It's a hassle for women and a sad
solution that doesn't begin to solve the real
problem of sexual assault. But it is a solution.
Flanders said the concept of an escort service
"makes a heck of a lot of sense." The only
problem, he said, is that "it comes back to dollars
and cents."
One man, Assistant Director of Health services,
W. David Regan, is dealing with that problem
right now.
Regan sees an escort service as doing more than
providing night-time transportation for women
students. In addition, he says, it can transport sick
students from Hood House to the nospital and
back after regular clinic hours and on weekends.
Another function of the service would be to
take injured athletes or intramural sports players
from the Field House to Hood House.
Regan is looking at an escort service from the
health -services point of view. But, he says, "if
there is some perceived need for an escort service
for woman students at night, there's no way these
services couldn't be combined." _
Regan ran an escort service second semester last
year, to transport injured students to the hospital.

Though the program's funding was cut this year, it
cost only $3,000 to hire a few work study students
and use a University vehicle.
That service of providing students easy access
to and from the hospital must be reinstated. And
Flanders and Regan agree that adding a woman's
escort t-n it- '"rcmld be e.:ioy.

The new service, Regan points out, would be
simple to fund. If the cost were split between
various University agencies, it would be only a
few hundred dollars per department.
Regan has also proposed establishing a local
escort service to the Rockingham-Strafford County CETA (Comprehensive Employment Training
Act) agency. He expects to hear from them within
30 days. A CETA-funded esc\.1rt service would be a fine solution to the problem. A University program,
using work study students, may be even better.
From the viewpoint of public health, an escort
service to transport sick or injured students must
be established. From the viewpoint of public
safety, that service could easily be expanded to
· help women students get around.
It's surprising that the ?tudent-funded Women's
Center hasn't pushed for something-like an
escort service-to help women traverse the campus safely.
The New Hampshire urges that group, and
all concerned students, to voice their support for
the establishment of a campus escort service.

Letters
rary to what the Women 's Center
believes, Homecoming Queen is not a
degradation of women's values. It is,
on the other hand, an honor to
represent an institution of higher
education such as the University of
New Hampshire. The honor is not as a
To the Editor:
sex "object" or any other "object"
In regards to the letter written by that the Women's Center was
the Women's Center concerning referring to but as a woman who has
Homecoming Queen, I feel for the first achieved recognition in contributing
time I must write a rebuttal.
something to the school.
Yes, it is true "for centuries .women
Also, it seem!\ that the Women's
lived with diminished statues and in Center's perception is a little unclear
recent years have gained a semblance in parts. It is true again, that an objecof a valuable identity." However, con- · tive of higher education is to eliminate
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stereotypic myths so why doesn't the
Women's Center do this? It is a
stereotypic belief and not a truth that a
Homecoming Queen is an "object"
and/or a "tradition resulting in a
regression of values." As was stated in
the rules, the contestants "will be
judged on such characteristics as pe~
sonality and poise, scholastics, extracurricular and community involvement." I see this year's
Homecoming Queen as enhancing the
institution of women for which she
stands.
Meighan Dignam

Gory Langer
Dana Jennings
Cheryl Portaluppi
Kate McClare
Rosalie H. Davis
Tom Lynch
Faith Backus
Dave LaBianca
Kevin Lynd~
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l\lilitary

To the Editor:
"Glamorizing the Military" it may be,
but in his column on Tuesday, Greg
Mcisaac seems to have overlooked
circumstances that might serve to
clarify some of the points that he makes.
The Madison Avenue techniques used
by the military to attract potential
officers and men into the ranks.mqy not
appeal to·Mr. Mcisaac; however, this
advertising came about out of necessity.
Not too many years ago advertising
l::ditor-in-Chief
was not needed for recruiting. Instead
Managing Editor
there was the draft, which left far fewer
Business Manager
options to those sought by the military.
News Editors
Given the choice Mr. Mcisaac might
be content to turn the page on an
Sports Editor
advertisement.
Arts Editor
If we as a nation are going to have
Photo Editor
a volunteer military, then competition
Advertisinq Manager through advertising, glamorous or
otherwise, will exist as the different
service branches attempt to fill their
Andrea Sachs
ranks. In years when the economy is
Donna Funterol
lagging it may not be as important to
GundiGollob
advertise, as t.fle ranks are more easily To the Editor:
Nancy Loeb
filled. However, in times when the The sisters of Phi Mu Sorority would
Barbaro Molone
private sector can provide enough jobs, li~e to ask you to please try to differenClaudio Nesmith
advertising is likely to be necessary.
tiate between our sorority and Phi Mu
Cathy Podhom
In pointing out the differences between Delta. Fraternit)'.. Tuesday's art~cle's
Robin Von Norman
the 1979 budgets for national defense headline made 1t clear the Phi Mu
Marcello Wood
and "International Affairs" Mr. --- Delta was the house involv~d in
Martha Chamberlin
Mcisaac treated the two as if they were rep~irs, but through the course of the
Carolynn Dur1us
mutually exclusive of one another. article rel?eated references were
Anne Langlois
Although this comparison can be made, made to Phi .Mu. It may not make too
Katherin Mottern
it overlooks that one budget is a function !11uch of a difference to someone not
Lydia Staab
of the other. The role of the defense involved, but to us it is negfigence on
establishment•fs very much dependent your part..
Koren f;feidmon
upon the activities of the diplomatic . The art1cl~ we are citing is -not the
Kate Tully
branch of government. Further, the.cost first. Last winter when the combined

Phi Mu

Jim Corle
Colby
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Circulol1on Manager

Mike Deutsch
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Dionne Boutwell
Kathleen Drew
Jeanette Engle
Coren Feldstein
Cindy Heath
Sue Wessels

BobRoklon
Copy Editor

of national defense is so much higher
than the cost of "International Affairs"
that to compare the two budgets is not
realistic in this context.
Finally, it seems unlikely · that·
increasing the budget for "International
Affairs" will bring about world peace,
disarmament, or international
economic progress, as suggested in the
column. If this were the case the
dilemmas confronting diplomats around
the world could have been solved a
long time ago. Simply spending more
money on "International Affairs" will
not achieve the results we all desire.
The diplomatic process is far too
complex and delicate a system for
such an approach.
Jack Calhoun
Durham

Accounts Manager

Sieve D' Alonzo

Billing Secretory

Vincent Plogenzo

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the . editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot gu~iantee the inclusioP of any
letter.
.All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in.
order to be printed. All letters are subje ~ ~ t11 ~n1n.x editing. Final ~isioll'
on letters are the editor's.
·
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hamp .: .htr ..... Room 151, Memor'ial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
'
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Quota_tions froni-Dr. Gonzo
Sipping from a glass that was probably not
filled with ginger ale, gonzo journalist Dr. Hunter
S. Thompson reflected on everything from Hellls
Angles to punk Tuesday night.
Following are excerpts of Thompson's comments
during his lecture in the MUB:

On politics:
"Politics is one of the. meanest, most VICIOUS
games around, except for dealing with women."
On Hell's Angolo:

"I introduced 'the Hell's Angels to psychedelics,
which almost destroyed them within a year. Psychedelics were not their drug."

On both:

to watch the fight from the rafters of the superdome.

"It never occurred to me that there's any difference between politicians and Hell's Angels, except for the costume."

On marijuana:
"Marijuana is the third largest industry in terms
of balance of trade in the country. I have 100
pounds in my house. Luckily I have a lot of
friends, most of who are criminals."

On the Washington press corps:
"It's all one big orgy of drug use. If you ever
have an investigation and get subpoena power,
you'll have one hell of a circus."

On pmtk rock:

.

.

"I don't think there's any music right now that's
representative of the mushy era.we're into."

On possible CIA surveilla.nce of him:
·"If you hang around and smoke dope with
the President's son, there's going to be a big file
on you."

On his future:

-

"I can't really look aheao more than 24 hours.
I've already lived so much longer than I planned
to."

On the Muhammad Ali/Leon Spinks fight:
"I had a terrible experience with acid and had

OR

DIE

=
r
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efforts of Sigma Beta and Phi Mu won
didn't they? Using Dugal's convoluted
second place in the Snow Sculpture
reasoning, if the Yankees are bad,
contest, it was reported as Sigma Beta
quite obviously the Red Sox are worse.
and Phi Mu Delta. This was an impor"Wait a minute," you say; "it's only
. tant accomplishment and when we_did
a game and we're not supposed to get
not receive credit for it we were very
serious and write letters to the editor
disappointed with the coverage.
about games where ()~~ emotions
We would ask that in the future could
dominate our intellect." To that I say
you please be more precise with your
it's time we stopped and looked at just
reporting. We do not appreciate the
what is involved in Dugal's t-shirt
"mistaken" attention and we are sure
qientality and even more importantly
the brothers of Phi Mu Delta do not ---why The New Hampshire should
either.
devote front page space to such bushThe Sisters of Phi Mu
lea@e behavior, unless of course The
New Hampshire is in-sympathy with
Dugal's commentary.
Why do some people label themselves "Yankee-haters?" I have a
feeling its because the Yankees for
years have represented the best there
is in professiona(sports. The teams of
Ruth, Gehrig, Dimaggio, Berra, Mantle, Maris, Ford, Nettles, Jackson
To the Editor: _
White and numerous otlier class
If indeed the Yankees suck as the
players nave captured 21 World Chamfront page photo <The New Hamppionships while all the other ~merican
shire, Oct. 3, 1978) of the immature
League teams have only won a total of
Timothy Dugal would have us believe,
23 championships. Does the Yankee
then what is left to be said of the
tradition of greatness frighten the
Boston Red Sox? What is one- step
Yankee-haters? Are t}ley Yankeelower than a team that sucks, for after
haters because this great team stirs
all the Red Sox did lose by one run

Sox/Yankees

err &LOWER? t'M ~Yl~ TO JAKE

their own feelings of insecurity?
Because the Yankees win and those
who say they hate them follow teams
that lose. do these haters see themselves as losers? I think anyone who
hates is a loser. The Red Sox displayed
a winning quality of class even in losing
to the Yankees yesterday, class that
rryany of_their foll~ers don't exhibit.
Does the word hate really fiave -any
place in sports? The ancient,
honorable and intense rivalry between
Boston and New York provides many
exciting moments for sports fans but
the rivalry should not have any place
for hatred. It's a game, people, lefs
remember that!• That future- haJl-offamer Carl Yazstremski put it best
following his team's loss when he said:
"The Yankees played like World .
Champions and they beat us. I'll be
rooting for them every inch of the
way." Right on Yaz ! I love you for
your ability and perserverance but
most of all for your class.
Come on Yanks! Let's make 1!178 the
year of your twenty-second World
Championship!
Frank Zito
Forest Park
Durham

A1

NOTiS ••• '

,

The New Hampshire will
have a staff meeting
•
Sunday at 5 p.m. In
room 151 ·o f the MUB.
•
All those interested In
writing for The New
-Hampshire please attend.
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entertaihinent
"Life" lives again
After ceasing regular publication in 1972, Life Magazine
resumes publication as a
monthly this month.

By Dana·Jennings

The Moscow Chamber Orch~~tr~ performed Bach, Haydn and Shostakovich to an enthusiastic
audience la~t night at UNH.

From Russia, with love
veying the dwindling melody to
By Dana Benson
The Mosco Chamber Orchestra , the audience. Finally they left,
under the direction of Igor Bez- leaving the room in tota1 silence.
The crowd r:_esponded with a
rodni, presented a concert of classical music last night to a packed standing ovation.
Granite State Room.
The Russians playe_d a techniThe orchestra's performance
of Bach 's Concerto No. 2 in E cally perfect concert, offering some
major began coldly, but thawed unusual interpretations of Bach.
They used novel phrasings of
a~ the concer:t progressed. One of
the high points of the evening
Bach's melodies and tempos, and
came with the orchestra 's encore - Bach 's tightly constructed fugues
of Shostokovich 's Preludes I and meshed well with the musicians
II, the only Russian compositions styles.
included in the program . It was
Bezrodni has been called a poet
followed by a Vivaldi score a'nd of the bow and strings for his
preceeded by another highlight, violin ability. His opening solo
the ca·ndle-light rendition of Hay- was superb technically, but lacked
den 's " Farewell" .
depth. Bezrodni seemed at his
During this piece, the musicians best when conducting the orchleft the stage qne by one, ex- estra .
tinguishing their candles as they
departed. At last, only two. lone
Bezrodni powerfully pulled the
violinists remained, softly con- musicians to crescendos, or softly

coaxed melodies from them.
The concert at times was
moving, and a sense of Russia
was communicated well during
Shostavich 's P~eludes. Through
these pieces, the orchestra
allowed a feeling of majesty and
dignity of Russia to emerge.

Life Magazine is back from the
dead, and it couldn 't be better.
The magazine revels and glories
in what founding editor Henry R.
Luce called "picture magic".
What text there is has as much
consequence as a dead fly
smeared on a page compared to
the blazing brilliance of the full page color photos .
The reader--well, uh, viewer - is
swept along on a kaleidoscopic
journey around the world in 136
pages.
You exult at the dizzying heights
attained by multi-colored, butterfly-like balloons, dance down the
Yellow Brick Road to Oz with
the cast of "The Wiz," and catch
your breat_h st_a ring at the stark,

and wasteland of Antarctica.
Each image is vivid, vital and
vibrant, whether it be the violence
of a Venezuelan matador being
gored by a bull or the sanctity
of the burial of Pope Paul VI.
Life iS a visual feast and your
eyes are w1lhng gluttons.
The magazine is beautiful, but
does have flaws.
The appearance of a chapter
from- Mario. Puzo's new novel
"Fool's Die" is incongruous with
the rest of the magazine. It 's like
going to see Hamlet, and in- between scenes the actors do excerpts from Charlie's Angels.
One other annoying thing about
the magazine is the presence of so many ads. In 136 pages therP.
are 56 pages of ads, but considering the bright side of things, even
the ads are pretty to look at.
So, what else can you say about
a 36 year old magazine that died?
Rejoice, it's back.

The program featured Bach 's
Concerto No. 2 in E major, with
Bezrodni as violin soloist, Bach's
Suite in B minor with Albert
Ratzbaum as flute soloist, and
Hayden 's Symphony No. 45 in F
sharp played in candle-light.
·The orchestra is a world reknowned ensemble which was formed 22 years ago. This tour is
their first in the U.S . in 10 years,
and has included concer-ts at New
York's Lincoln Center, Washington 's Kennedy Center, and Boston's ~ymphony Hall.

Umbra aids local artists
By Lauren Dill

get-together of five Qr six artists
Portsmouth area artists have showing their work to each other.
organized a new group, "Um- . Russ Aharonian, .an established
bra," which is designed for ar- area painter, came to the early
tists and patrons of the _arts. Its meeting and expressed interest
objectives, according to group in an artists' union. With Russ
coordinator, Allegra May, are to acting as catalyst , Umbra
provide financial, legal, and evolved between us. Umbra is
emotional support for struggling still funded with membership
artists . "Umbra " is not restric- contributions. although we have
ted to ar"tists, but welcomes art been promised a $10,000 donation
· from .private sources. "We see
lovers as well .
May joined Mark van Stone, a Umbra as a support network for
local calligrapher, in a discussion individual artists. We hope to
of her organization. "Umbra have a performance gallery
evolved last December as a prac- where we could have a regular
ticing artists' seminar," she series of presentations. Our plans
began. "It was a very informal for the year include a slide
library of visual artists' work and
a skHl file both to be made
available to prospective employers .
We also hope to establish grant
library to provide artists with information about available funds
and finally to offer legal referral
for copyright services .."
May continues, "So far we have
attracted mostly visual artists
and a few musicians ...
Umbra would like to have a
varity of artists involv~d. ·Mark
-Van Stone adds, "We'd love to
have cha~I?er mus if ians, but

·we
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haven't yet sucked in any
choreographers
or · balleto'manes. ' '
!\Jay explains, "Once we have a
permanent building we'll be able ·
to expand more easily. All of our
efforts are going towards
establishing ourselves. All we've
offered (to artists) so far is a lot
of hard work
../
"Although we were originally
located at 'The Aaron Conant
House' at Strawberry Banke, we
have always been a separate
organization. Since we are a nonprofit group, we are looking for
an affordable buildjng. We now
share a business office with
Seacoast Friends of the Arts at
207 Market St. but we are in the
market for a gallery."
· Van Stone adds. "Of course,
this all depends on th~ interest
shown- at the meetings. We don't
have enough members yet. It
would take the twenty of us three
years to set up a gallery .''
May states, "We are holding a
public meeting on Thursday, Oct.
19 at 7 p.JV. in the Portsmouth
Public Library's Vaughn Room.
which Van Stone describes as
"informative as well as entertai"riing." Umbra also plans to
have a m~squerade ball on Oct.
14 and an open business meeting
on. Nov. 15.
·. May says of the ball. "Ifs
going to be a very nice time, a
ve_ry happy time. Of course, it's a
fund-raising event, but it's mori..'
important that it be a fine event. ..
· Van Stone . .a dn,1mmer ~ singer,
woodcarver. ' physicist and
calligrapher. savs of ' h. is inV I •"(!" ! " Tit' "1 ~i1;if \ I 1~6if .
r1.v l"Bm~·e·--bt·' ... ~~J ru.W>.>2 s1!'1IPl.
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May gently reminds him, "You're
also our secretary, our scribe ~ "
Van Stone grins, "Oh, yes,
that's right. I'm an officer."
The original group worked
three months on choosing a name
and finally settled on. Umbra,
because it evokes the word "umbrella." May says, "It's more ambiguous than that though, and is
especially popular among the
poets in the group. Literally, it
means 'shadow.' We're thinking
of calling our newsletter the
'Penumbra.'
Van Stone adds, "We were even
going to call the masquerade ball
the 'Umbra Rum bra." .
May, a filmmaker, who has
produced films on battered
women, is trying to •·take the
plunge." and d~lye into fiction
films. She sympathizes with
struggli.ng artists.

"'I also ·oo . portraits, .. she
states. "Porttait photography is
mor<' lucrative than a documen- '
tary on Appalachia.
Mav states. "There arc a !Ot of
young artists jusC ~tarting out.
There is an exclusive community
at UNH that might make it difficult for a .§!u.deIJ,.t tP join Umbra,
but ' we do ~~come e~yone .
That sensel<i com+i_tfflity i~ften

missing iri - our mechanized
society. The individual artist
feels he is out on the periphery;
we hope to offset that sense of
coldness.
"We don't want to be an elitist
group." Van Stone adds, "Artists
are always poor." May smiles ·
and continues, "We're open to
anybody . That was very strongly
felt and argued from the beginning, especially when the topic of
an artists' union arose. In
welcoming art appreciators,
Umbra is very different from a
group such as Boston Artists'
Union."
May summarizes, "The most
important thing is that we've
built a firm foundation. We are
incorporated and- ready for new
members . It is a two-way
process; people have to come to .
us for Umbra to be a success.'
Sh~ says, _"It'& very exciting;
~lqma:tely Umbra could become
an institution." Van Stone adds
jokingly, "Come fo . Umbra on
Market Square next to the
Athenaeum·!" ·
May's eyesight up as she says,
"There's so much implicit joy in
art. As artisJs · we can be
unabashedly joyful. We can give
that to each other."
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DJs must fit the groove

WUNH
WUNH-FM STEREO 91.3 "FREE WAVES"
WEEKLY PROGRAM LISTINGS
LP Completes, at midnight:

Friday-Frank Zappa, "Studio Tan"
Saturday--Al Stewart, "Time Passages"
Sunday--Van Morrison, "Wavelength"
Monday--Neil Young, "Comes A Time"
Special Programs coming up this week:

Friday--Progressive rock all day and night.
Saturday Afternoon-UNH Football vs. UConn., pre-game show starts at
1:25.
Saturday--Requestfully yours, 8-11pm.862-1072.
Sunday--All-Star Jazz with Curt McKail, 6-8 pm.
Human Dimensions, public affairs show taped last Thursday. This
week's discussion focuses on relationships with Craig McMurray and
Duane Karlen. 8-9 pm.
King Biscuit Flower Hour, 9-10 pm. This week, live music from the .,
Atlanta Rythym Section.
Oldies Show, 10 to midnight. This week, a special show focusing
on the music of the early 60's, with your host, Marshall Miller.
Monday--Evening Classical Concert, 6-8 pm.
Bluegrass with Cuzin' Richard, 8-lOpm.
Thirsty Ear, Live music and interviews with Fandango, 10-11 pm.

==============Calendar
Friday, October 6
MUB Pub presents "Stark," rock and roll, 8 pm.
The Stone Church in Newmarket presents·· 1 ne rum
Hammer String Band," Vermont's best old-timey group.

By Erik Jacobsen
Disc jockeys at WUNH do more
than just talk. They must pass
several tests and obtain a .
Federal Communications License before ever getting on the air.
People interested in becoming
a disc jockey on WUNH attend a
"new people's meeting." These
meetings are given every six
weeks by WUNH, the UNH campus radio station.
"We are trying a new system
this semester," said WUNH
. General Manager Steve Woodward. "Instead of opening the
meetmgs to everyone ana nope
most drop out we now are
limiting it to fifteen disc jockeys.
If there are more we take them
down to the studio for a voice
test."
In the voice tests, quality and
clarity are the most important
characteristics. If the new person's voice doesn't come across
well he is asked to try again in the
next six-week course. The fifteen

best are selected and are ready to
go on to the next stage.
The new applicants are
assigned a "big brother" or "big
sister" who is a regular disc
jockey at WUNH, to show the
trainees the ropes. They are
shown the basics of being a disc
jockey and become familiar with
-the ins and outs of the studio.
The next step is to buy a copy of
the Federal Communications
Broadcasting Booklet. The
prospective DJ must study the
booklet and be prepared to take a
Federal Communications Test. If
ne passes the test he ls granttll C:t
Federal Communications thirdclass license.
Before a new DJ can get on the
air, he must take a three-week
course at WUNH to learn the
etiquette of being on the air, how
to talk about records, about
production and about the
engineering. He will learn to be
comfortable around the equipment and how to use it properly.

trucks the roadies came. I guess
they were on the bus," he said,
referring to the men who work for
bands, who do all setting up and
removing equipment from the
stage. SCOPE stage crews work
driectly with the roadies.
"The stage was smaller than
the band wanted. They only used
a quarter of all their p.a. system
because there wasn't enough
room for it all. We brought in six
speaker columns, but we had to
return two to the truck. The
roadies told us that at the, last
concert they just backed their
truck up to a door and unloaded
everything. But the doors at the
Field House were too small, so we
had to dismantle the columns to
take them into the gym. They had
enough equipment in the trucks
to blow the whole place out,"
Caldwell said.
When all of the equipment was
brought into the gym, the roadies
began sorting it out and setting it
upon stage.
"There was one- guy for the
lights, one guy for Bill Payne's
CLittle Feat's keyboard player)
stuff, and there was one guy for
the mixing board.
"We just hung around and
helped wherever they needed us.
They'd say, 'Here, take this pick this end up - now put those
legs down.' There was one- guy
who came in just to wire up the
keyboards and then he left," said
Caldwell.
"The roadje ' in ~qarge of
Payne•s stllff was an flSshole. 'rfhe
guy in charge of tfi~ guitatsJlhd

the one in charge of the mixer on
stage were good guys."
''The good ones were the ones
who told us exactly what to do,
you know, and we did it. But some
of them would just say 'Do this,'
and they would get pissed off if it
was wrong," he said.
By three in the afternoon,
everything was set up except
some of the wiring, and the
roadies took a lunch break. The
SCOPE crew took a break and
then returned to tlie gym to set up
chairs.
''They did the sound check
then, and they really cranked up
the speakers. They played that
song by Joe Walsh, "Life's Been
Good," and there were a bunch of
little kids up by where the
spotlights were, they were some
gymnastic class or something.
When the song came on they all
covered their ears," Caldwell
said.
The crowd then began to filter
in, and the SCOPE crew's
responsibilities included keeping
people away from the stage.
Caldwell and another SCOPE
member, Jim Puglisi, went up on
the stage to protect the valuable
microphones and amplifiers from
stray frisbees.
"A frisbee went right into Ritchie Hayward's bass durm, so
the stage manager for the KazFuller band as"lted us to go up and
watch the stuff."
During the concert, SCOPE
stage crew aap,!i.rnarshals helped
fire and police personnel keep the
crowd under control.

The most important step is~the
audition tape. "This is where the
DJ will make it or break it," said
Woodward. In the audition tape
the DJ has to make transitions
frQin one song to another, show ·
his knowledge of the records by -·
talking about them, and then
read advertisements.
Woodward said most new 'DJs
fail the first time. If the DJ fails,
Woodward will tell the new person what he did wrong and tell
him to try again. New people are
given three chances to pass. If
they fail a third time they are
C:l:::»ik.tll tu ~u ua\;A tu the beginning
and take the course over again.
The audition tape must be approved by the Chief Announcer
and the Program Director of
WUNH. If the tape is approved by
both, the new DJ must get
engineering clearance, as the
final step to getting on the air.
"It's not as easy as one thinks
to become a disc jockey at
WUNH, ''said Woodward.

auu

Saturday, October 7
MUB Pub presents "Stark," rock and roll at 8 pm.
The Stone Church in Newmarket presents "The Arm and
Hammer String Band," Vermont's best old-timey group.

Sunday, October 8
MUSO Film Series presents "To Have and to Have Not"
and "The -Big Sleep," Strafford Room of the MUB, -7 and
9:30 pm. Admission is $.75.
MUB Pub presents Rick Bean, oldies at 8 pm.

Monday, October 9
Humanities Lecture Series presents Wilbur L. Sims
speaking on "Greek Tragedy," James Hall, Room 303 from
11 am - 12:30 pm.

SCOPE crew work
is no little feat
By David Grutter
John Caldwell was at the Field
House at eight-thirty Sunday
morning for the Little Feat concert. But he wasn't there that
early to make sure he would get a
good seat for the show. He was
one of twenty students who
worked for SCOPE as the stage
crew for the concert.

)

.

At eight-thirty, almost twelve
hours before the concert was
scheduled to begin, there was
already plenty of work to be done.
"We had to set up the stage first. Then at about ten-thirty the
trucks drove up, and when the
stage was done we started
unloading all the equipment,"
Caldwell said.
.
"While we were unloading the

''They told us: ''Keep people
out of the aisles." There were a
couple of guys up front who just
wouldn't move. Then the Fire
Marshal and the police forced
them to move," Caldwell said.
When Little Feat took the stage
for their encores, SCOPE crew
members formed a line in front of
the stage to stem the onslaught of
the crowd. There was a barrier of
tables about six feet out from the
·stage." Caldwell and other SCOPE
workers took advantage of the
"moat" the taoles created between crowd and stage.
"I jilst jumped over the tables.
We were · right therP,. We were
dancin' and everything. I turned
around and Lowell Goerge was
right there,'' Caldwell said with a ·
grin.
There was more work to be
done after the concert ended.
Caldwell and a handful of SCOPE
workers stayed until two fifteen
Monday morning, packing up
guitars and speaker enclosures
and taking apart the stage.
When Caldwell returned to his
dorm at two-thirty, his face and
forearms were black and sweatstreaked. In one hand he held a
chipped and pock-marked drumstick, retrieved from under
Hayward's drum-set riser. From
a shirt pocket he produced two
guitar picks belonging to Little
Feat guitarists Lowell George
and Paul Barrere.
"I'm beat today, and I'm sick
from being up all those hours, but
I'll do it again anytime," Caldwell sai<\.Jlashing anoUJer grin.
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cars for sale

with Tjrolia bindings, $195. Trade for
regulator, electric typewriter, IO-speed bite.
Mate offer. 868-5308. 10/17

1974 Fiat IZ8 ~ Cou~ 43,000 miles. Good
condition, 4 really goo(I tires, radio, front
wheel drive, 4 spee<_i trans., asking $1500.
Neg. Call 862-1027. Ask for Dave. 10/6
197' Honda CVCC Excellent condition, rnst
proofing, Michelin radial tires. Yellow with
SJ>Orting stripe>. Exe. in snow. Front wheel
drive, 16,000 miles. $3200. 749--4740 after 5:30
weekdays, anytime weekends. 10/10
1961 MGB Classic $1400 FIRM. Excellent
transportation/investment. Responsible
persons only. Call 868-2568 anytime. 10/6

~•~HART

USA COMP. (Blue lettered) ffi!,_w/Solomon SliSE bindines. Used only~
ce! $179. Contact CliiiS, StOke 821. Pboile 21145. Stilllngs 1137. 10/10
FREE KITTEN: Attractive Black Ii White
Kitten. Call Nancy for more infor. 659-2363
FOR SALE:_ l pr:. suede hi.kinJ? boots - Size I
Brand new. $35. Reason for selling: Too bia.
~ Kathy anytime. 862-2195 ·or 659-2MI.

0

1966 Buick LeSabre 89;C>OO miles, gOod tires.
A great car to commute in. $400 orl>est offer.
Call Jim after 7 p.m. at 742-2032. 10/6
- Ford Galaxie 580, Body ~te solid, mechanically sound, inspected aDd bas winter tires.
$400. Call 659-2949. 10/20
1975 Fiat IZS-SI Michelin radials, 60,000
.miles. Front-wheel drive, excellent condition. $1800. Call 332-0761. 10/6
66 Trium_ph Spitf"are.·Very good condition inside and out. Michelin radials, excellent
engine and trans. 30 MPG, runs very well.
$850orB.0. 1-778-7562after7p.m.10/13
1971 FORD MERCURY COUGAR: Lots of
power! New snow tires. Minor rattles. 67~
miles. Runs well. Bargain at $400. urn
Ogunquit, 207-646-5631. 1076
Honda CJ 360- In absolutely ~ect Condition only .3,500 miles. New back rest and
!uggage rack. $750. Call 868-9846. Ask for Jim
mRm.
19'7 MGB Classic- $1409 FIRM. ExceIJent
transportation/investment. Responsible
persons only. Call 868-2586 anytime. 10/6
1974 Honda 758. Excellent condition, babied
for ll,000 mi. Extras include luggage carrier
with padded sissy bar and booker headers.
$1250 or best offer. Call Mr. Farrel days 8622040. 10/10
1977 Toyota Celica GT Coupe. >speed standard trans . AM-FM Stereo T~pe. Rust
proofedl.custom stripping. Call evenings 7492537. 10110
1971 MGB Engine and body in excellent condition. One year old shocks and top. $1950.
Call 225-5509 days. 431-4278 after 7 p.m. 10/6
1974 Chevrolet Camaro: Auto trans. 6 cyl.
<relWlar gas>. Console shift, radio, power
brali:es. One owner, like new condition. Only
19,000 orig. miles! Asking $2995. Call
evenings 749-2537. 10/10
1971 Datsun Pi~-ue 20,000 mi. on '73 engine,
H.D. bumper, JUSl IDSpected. $975. Calf7426230. 10/10
'73 VW Su~r Beetle, AM-FM cassette, 4,000
miles on rebuilt engine. Radials and radial
snows. NO RUST. Ski rack. 11800 or ~.O.
679-11197, 2-2195askforTom. ro/10
1957 Chevrolet Classic, 2 door sedan. Many
new~ which include motor, upholstery,
chrome, brakes and front end ~rts. Never
seen a winter. Contact Greg Holmes, weekdaysat862-1232between8a.m. and3:30p.m.
Asking $1500. 10/13
For Sale: 1969 Pontiac Tempest. Good car,
but needs some work and TLC. $125. Call 4365223 a ft er 5 :00 p.m.
1972 MGB - 33,456 mi., Michelin radials, new
exhaust, excellent condition, no rust. Convert. ~44)0 ~ Call anytime weekdays,
Mike Healey 659-6313. 1016
1972 Buick Centurion - V.G. cond., tan
w/vinyl top, A/C, P/S, P/B, AM/FM St.
Cass. Deck, new tires, interior excellent.
Must sell to buy new car. $1200 or B.O. Call
Jan at ~2564. 10/6
1974 Dodge Dart Swinger - Custom si02le
owner, new paint, good condition, P .S. A.'l'.
AM radio, 4 new radials. $2800 or B.0. Cail
Bob 664-9612 evenings. 10/13
1970 MGB-GT Coupe $1700. Call 868-2711. 10/10

For Sale: Ne\v Juliette mini-refrigerator. $50
; Call659-2880.10/10
For Sale: Double Box ~g & Mattress
Headboard Ii: Footboard IDCluded. Wanted:
Person to help with fall cleaning, windows.
etc. Also wanted: Someone to teach me hew
to play the Banjo. Call Beth. 11/13
For Sale: Double Box Spring & Mattress
Headboard & Footboard fucluOed. Wanted:
Person to heh> with fall cleaning, windows,
etc. Also wanfed: Someone to teach me boW
to J)b!y the Banjo. Call Beth at 742-9390, 9-5
p.m. Leave Message. 10/13

help wanted
~-::i:~~-f~v~ !?~:Y

$100 sold No selling experience necessary.
Phone Gen Smith 742-6666. 10/17

Production Manager wanted by Student
Video Tape Orgariization. Createi Direct,
Experiment with, and instruct Video. Interest and Time Required.. Experience helpful, but not necessary. Salaried Position.
Apply now. Room 110. MUB 10/13
NEEDED AT ONCE! Work-study student

for clerical-position at TV station office.
Typ!ng helpful, but not necessary. $2.65/br.
Apply din!Ctly to Sue Breeyear, 862-1952.
10/13

OPEN 10-9 p.m. Thursdays-Fridays
till 5 p. m. Saturday
till 7:30 p. m. Monday

~*******************************************~

lost and found

LOST: H anyone found a silver I.D. Bracelet
with Peter's name on it on 9/29, please bring
it to the MUB or Congreve 26. Your honesty
will be appreciated. 10/13
LOST: Green hardcover looseleaf notebook
in the vicinity of Huddleston or Ham-Smithi
contains important material. Please contac
Pam at 659-2548 if found. 10/6
LOST: 1 pair of thin framed, gray tinted
prescription sun glasses <may be in gray
case with TOPS written on it). May oo in
vicinity of Library, Philbrook, or Babcock.
Call Gary at 862-3042.

Cocktail waitress needed, no e!J)erience
necessary. Apply in person at Flilgstones
Restaurant, -Newington, N.H. Route 4,
Spaulding Turnpike. l0/6

Lost: yellow drawing pad 06"x12"); 3 sketches - they represenl hours of tooth pulling.
Please call Laurie at 436-4265 leave in Rm .
151 MUB or mail to L. Dill, S. Newington Rd,
Newington 0380110/6

-Bartender &; Wai_lrfSSes ~anted. Apply_ in
~ eveD1D£S Between ~.m.-7p.m. OLD
FARMPUB,34LocustSt., DOver, N.H.10/10

services

wanted to rent
Couple, Engineer /RN wish to rent apt. or
small house in ~ter Durham area. No
kids, no pets excellent references. Lease
OK-will consider caretaking. Write P.O. Box
754, Durham. 10/6

for rent

for sale
GET READY FOR WINTER. Imported
s~eepskin jacket, ethnic embroider, med.
size 138 ) lOoks good on lilan or woman.
$100.00. 1 pair ski poles, 44", $9.00. David 8622360, 664-5563. 10/10

Winter Rental - Large attractive country
home on the water in Kittery Point on 100
acres. 2 kitchens. Ideal for 2 couples or
family. Furnished. Privacy. styllic setting.
Convenient to U.N.H. $350/month plus
utilities. 1-207-439-0780. 10/20

MATl'RESS FOR SALE. Fair condition.
$10.00. Call ~5770. 10/10

FOR RENT: 1 or 2 bedroom apt. on Bagdad
Road. Rural setting, laundry facilities . All
utilities incl. for $200 rent. Gall Lauren 8685812 or 862-1822. 10/10.
Sm. ~Pl: for n:nt for I student. Furnished w/
all utilities, pnvate shower rm. & private entrance. Ava. Imm. because of last-minute
cancellation, thru June 4 mi. to UNH 7422447 Mrs. McAuliff. 13 Pearson Dr Dover
-Pt. 10724
.
- . ~ • .'

$6.25

/

Found: Female black & white kitten around
University Travel building. Please call 8685786, if she is yours, or if you want her.
Thank You! 10/6
.

2-bedroom apartmen~.~eat, cable T.V. and
hot water furnished. ~ per week. Somersworth 69'l-2818. No pets. 10/10

STEREO COMPONENTS FOR SALE. Technics SA 300 (35 wattS'). $195; Dual CS 604
$184 ; Pioneer SX 780 <45 watts ), $255 ;
Pioneer SX 580, $172. Stereo Components 2550 eercent of retail. All major brands
available. All fully guaranteed. Call Greg
Anthony 2-1909. Sacket House room 221. ~ ·
968f.1.0710
•
. ·-

normally

Men!-Women! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide ti:avel. Sun:uper job or
career. Send $3.00 for information. Seafax.
Dept. I-5, Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362. 10/24

ENTERTAINERS needed for Thursday afternoon happy hours at the Faculty center
<on ~pus.) Musicians, ju~ers, actors,
tc call 2 1320 107IO
· magicians, e ·•
·

,

NOW THROUGH COLUMBUS DAY

Pregnant? Need help? Call BIRTHRIGHT
436-5558. We care for you and your baby.
Services include pregnancy testing, medical
and f~ncial aid, jol> counseling, and shelter
homes. 10/10
Racquet stringing for Tennis, Racquetball
Squash, Tournament nylon . Forrest Hills:
Head <oil-filled.) Blue Star for $8.00-$10.00
Professional typing at its best by University
Secretarial Associates. Theses/resumes our
specialty. IBM Correcting Selectric, choice
of style/pitch. Competitive rate for superior
worlt. Call Diana 742-4858.
Smooth and raised grips- $3.50. Overnight
service. Ken Brewer, LOrd 207, 2-1634. 10/6 .
Tree Removal- General chain saw work. Call
679-11197. John or Contact UNH Woodsmans
Team.10/17
BARTENDER FOR HIRE We handle any
function; Wedding1 Annlversaries,}endoffs,
Graduauon & Yieage Parties. very Experienced. CALL Pete at 2·1637 or 868-9715
10/24

Need a Truck? Moving? Buying?'Firewood?
Any light-medium hauling is offered at
reasonable rates . Got a Moving problem?
Call Jerry 742-2879 after 5. 10/17

wanted

SCUBA DIVERS: Wanted large wet suit
<man's>. Nylon two sides, sharkskin, whatever. Good condition. Contact John Miller
P .O. Box 371, Durham, or McConnell, Box
No. 7. 10/6

***
**
***
**
**
***
***
**
*
**

*·*
**
*
*

HEY BROWN EYES- Now I can give you a
personal ali your own. Let's play, O.K.? 3aay weekendS with you are a gas - especially
when we leave the state - A J>icnic \or 2) in
the woods - time to ourselves. INCREDIBLE
is an appropriate word, if one must be
chosen. LOve ya SO much, Green eyes. 10/10

Prudy - NAPPY BIRTHDAY. Her.e's to our
insane years at UNH ... Legs ... Vegging ...
I need a ride from Portsmouth to UNH every Barn . .. Sundays in 216 ... You are our favorite
Tuesday and Thursday morning. Must , mom. Th~ biggest _!_mile . ~r:i ca~pus: ·All
arrive at UNH Between 7:30-7:45 a.m. Will ourLove,GlazedandEasy.10/6.
share expenses. Please call Karen at 1-4368211, evenings. 10/13
Smellet: Hope you bad a great 21st birthday
We'll have to celebrate many more. Your
Spacey Friend. 10/6.

personals

Sigma Nu Fraternity Open Rush Wednesday, October 11, 8-lOpm at the New
England Center. All men invited. 10/6

BE OUR GUEST AT PIKE Fri. and Sat.
night Oct. 6 and 7 for the social event of the
semester-music, refreshments, food, bonfire. 5 Strafford Ave. <Behind Stoke ) 10/6

I just might Kill you, Edie. That gets me
psyched, Dennis. 10/6

ALL JUGGLERS. If you juggle or if you are
interested in learning how, come to Uie Grafton Room, MUB Wednesday at 7 p.m. We're
trying to get a club together. 10/24

Commande~-, Ca_
b bie, Chumley-Billy Joel
was excellent- com~ny even better! A bottle of red, bottle of white, How about dinner
next Thursday night? Apt number 4 10/6

WANTED: Marshal's for MUDDY WATER'S
HALLOWEEN NIGHT Tues Oct 31st. See

Get Ready for October with PIKE's 10th Annual Super "Oktoberfest"! Fri. and Sat.
evenings. Add some excitement to your
semester at PIKE! 10/6

week of Oct. 9th.

GIRL with fantastic tweeters lodking for guy
with great woofers. Interested? Drop me a
line. Philbrook Box 3493. 10/6

BIG BUCKS! Do you like to spend money?
Area III Programming Board Deeds you! We
meet on Tuesday niglits at 8:30 in Hubbard
Main Lounge, Rm. ISLA. We need people
from Area III. 10/10

MORTAR BOARD Used Book Sale: Pick up
money and unsold books at the MUB now till
Oct. 6. Hours are every Tues. 11-1, Wed. 2-4,
Thurs. 11-1, Fri. 10-12. Absolutely no books
will be returned after Oct. 6. 10/6
PIKE IS GOING NUTS. Fri. and Sat. 11ights
Oct. 6th and 7th. There will be music blarmg,
refreshments pouring, dogs sizzling, a bonfire crackline:, and an AWESOME time for
all our guests! 10/6
Get ready for October with PIKE's 10th Annual Super "Oktoberfest"! Tonite and
tomorrow <Post game festivities>. Add some
excitement to yQur semester at Pike. 10/6
MUSO STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST Color and Black and White categories
prints must be mounted. Sizes 31hx5 mches
and larger. Turn entries into Rm 148 of MUB
no later than Monday October 23. Prizes
awarded to winners in each division
exhibition Oct. 25 12-8pm in the Strafford
Room of MUB. 10/20
·Check out the progressive and productive
fraternity!· Wednesday, October 11, 8-lOpm
at the New England Center. All men invited
to Sigma Nu Open Rush. 10/6

Chris~fottinM.U.S.O.officeRml48M.U.B.

·

Say, Father Abraham told me a thousand
hairy savages would be meeting in the MUB
PUB Tues. Oct. 10 at 7:30 for a reunion. He
wants everyone to be there - drink beers,
and GO NUTS! FRESHMAN CAMP. See ya
there, Father Abraham.
SD - boy it was so cold the other night, that
before I knew what had happened, 1 had
FOUR layers of blankets on JUSt trying to
keep warm. Maybe if I had some afcoholic
consumption like you had a while back, I
wouldn't have had a problem. 'fhanksfully
tnough, l didn't l<'aU uke the leaves arouild
the cfoor. Later Scoop.
Alpha Chi Omee:a. thank vou for the coffee
cake and ~e apple ~id~r tne ot!le_r mo_r:.rnng
for breakfast. ff improved the relation$ from
the previous raid immensly. Thanks a lot, it
showed color. The Men of Sigma Beta.
Dear Double Tick Tick BOOOM ! The
Yankees still stink, we hate Cham-Cbams
smile._~nd everything bout Reggie Jackson,
Billy roarti!1; George Steinbrenner and the
entire NY r ankee organization. May they
ccintract Gastrointestinal distress from
Reggie .Jackson can<iy.bars, and then~~
in llie Royals fountain in center field'. Yes,
the Yankes
. Love, the L~ch
~~~t:g~ the brothers of Sigma Beta < cept

Be our guest at PIKE tonight and tomorrow
for the social event of the semester - music ,
refreshments. food, bonfire . Pike's
~ybone ~ook mfr blue kn_apsack and con" Oktoberfest" 5 Strafford- Ave, <Behind De!; . ,.r.,.~~~tak~ rom houts1de the N.H. H~ll •
- ... 0.c.............10, .F1ease lH'l'Y- and return 1t!
• Stekt! ) 1-0/6
Jdl Planck , Randal 2nd Floor.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TYPING- Letters, Resumes, ReJ?orts ,
Theses, Dissertation. 20 years experience.
Call 742-2692. 10/17

p
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Homecoming Queen
QUEEN
of the contest is to stimulate more
continued from page 2
interest in Homecoming fesmake points or insult anyone," tivities, offer an opportunity to
but entered out of fun and to see a deserving student, ·and possibly
what would happen.
bring recognition to UNH through
"I take it all with a grain of the Orange Bowl competition.
salt," he said. "I think it is wrong
Contest judges are Randy
to make Homecoming a political Schroeder,
student
body
issue."
president; Melson Kennedy, for:
"Students get lost in numbers mer assistant director of alumni
here," said Gross. "Something activities; and Olyha.
traditional creates a feeling of
belonging."
When asked whether she
thought some women might consider it a beauty contest, Carol
Sandberg, another entrant said,
"I hope not. I wouldn't be in it if MUBPUB
that were the reason. I think if
continued from page 1
anything, they're thinking in
"We consider 'well' just br~
traditional terms."
Student Bill McDonald said, "I even," said Kane. "The pub isn't
can understand that upsets some in the business to make money. If
people but I don't ~ it's sexist." that 'were the case we w_ould be
Most students thought it is good charging 75 cents a beer."
The pub must pay its own bills,
to have traditions reinstated.
Student Robin Tobias said, "It's a including $3,600 rent each year.
Kane said the committee may
sexist competion. I think it's
ask for student funds and try to
sick.''
Judge Gail Olyha of the Student get other organizations to use the
Activities office said the purpose pub when it is not open.

MUB Pub

Around the World

..
••··················••••••·······.•..

rte.4
portland ave.
rollinsfOrd nh

749-2233

dover-

rollinsford
8tomontic elegance in a country setting.

Spring1979

Fallis Sweater Weather!

Super nice
sweaters for
wherever
you're heading
this fall

Join the
Semester at Sea, affiliated
with the University of Colorado,
for an unparalleled international
educational experien_c e. Sail from
Los Angeles February 15, by way of the
Orient, South Asia, and the Mediterranean.
Applic<·tions now being accepted~

It's the year of the sweater and our fall collection

is everything you have come to expect it to be. Patterned,

FOR A FREE_COLOR BROCHURE
Send to: P .0. Box 2488
Laguna Hills, CA.
92654
Name ............................. .
Address ............................ .
Town .............. ·............... .
State .............................. .
Zip Code .... ,., ... , ......... : ..... ,.

striped, plain, but knit with a knack for updating all your
casual clothes. Crewnecks, V's, turtles, cardigans and
more. Here, a snowflake patterned crew in 100 percent
acrylic. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Student Representative
JohnCloyes
Strafford House
Apt. C-12
Durham, N.H.
603-868-5185

/

or call the Toll Free Number:
1-800-854-0195

Hours: Monday-Saturday 9:30-5;30;Thursday 9:30-9
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CWIP
CWIP .
continued from page 3
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by Jeff MaCN elly

Shoe

in Portland Oregon being the first."
s3,id Ganley.
Maine has had a rate hike of 23
percent and Massachusetts 47
percent. The national average is
47 percent. In New Hampshire
the electric rates are more than
rlouble the average.
"We want the people of New
!!~~psl!Jr~ J.9 _KP.9.W .nu~t the
figures say that 40 percent of the
money they pay on light bills goes.
directly back to the stockholders.
Of the top ten stockholders only
two are New Hampshire firms,"
said Ganley.
"The money New Hampshire
pays every month on their electric bills will make some New
Yorker or Floridian richer,'' said
Ganley.
Ganley said, "We have enough
energy in New Hampshire now.
Seabrook is for plants not here
yet. Also at the rate New Hamshire is going if we paid for it
later there would be hundreds of
thousands more New Hampshire
residents because of our state's
growth and the cost per
household will be cheaper.''
The alliance has sent out
questionnaires to all of the.
political candidates to find out
where they stand on CWIP. .
"We ask them to commit themselves," said Ganley.
At the polls on Nov. 7 alliance
members will be wearing placards
to tell voters who stands where
on the CWIP issue.
"We hope that after the voters
have received the CWIP information at home they will vote accordingly," said Ganley.
"We think the voters will thank
us for giving them this important
information on CWIP," he said.

by Tom ~. -Ryan
I FINI?l?II A /GGl-E
NEST... IN IT WLJZ
~!TTY B>Al3Y
166L.E ... WHEN I
PICKEI/ UP,, IT L.ET

A Ll'L
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Netwomen
NETWOMEN
continued from page 19
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handed Nancy Veale and Jocelyn
Berube their first loss of the
season 4-6, 7-5, 6-4.
fo Amherst Wednesday, the
UMass women took a commanding
4-1 lead when rain halted the
remaining four matches. UNH
was leading all four of those
matches- at the time. The match
will be made up at a date to be
announced later according to Sports
Information Director Laurel Milos.

to each others backhand. That
is how I beat her eventually."
Connecticut's Dianna Dunn then
beat Wildcat Peggy Schmidt 6-2,
7-5 to close .the lead. Schmidt
won the first two games in the
second set, and then lost 10 games
in a row before winJling another.
FOOTBALL
The Bosse twins, Kim and Lee,
then won their match in straight continued from page 19
sets &-3, &-1, <their third straight
"We'll need a good offensive efwin) for. a slight UNH 4-3 lead fort," said Nadzak.
that offset the first loss of the
UNH also has to control the line
season to veteran Cathy Bourne
who lost in th~ee sets 1~, ~-3, &-?·. of scrimmage, Bowes said,
'The match ~creased m mten.5ity, becal,lse the quick UConn backs
bl;1t the ~almmg feature was !he have the ability to go against the
wm of third ~les team Courtiley ~ flow and break it back. · _
Berger and Lisa Bragdon 7-5, 6-4
that wrapped up the victory·
''The story of this game will be
"We played much better -than d
before," said Berger. "It was the etermined up front," predicted
Bowes.
best team we've played," continued
Berger, "and,we did our best so
far this season."
·
The m;.. ~ ._t_.d~?.. "· .
r ~:.i ~ " ~ 1.J ' ·M":,iHf:":~--l,...,.~..,...,..,...i,4#

Foot_b·all

--------.I
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PETEP..
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SELLEAS

~ ~Assault

REVENGE

ASSAULT
continued from page 1

The waitress delivered beer to
them and while she collected their
money a dollar bill dropped to the
lap of one of the men.-When the
waitress reached for the bill, said
the witness, Smith allegedly
touched the waitress' body.
The waitress notified the UNH
police after the incident. They
turned authority over to the Durham Police but neither responded
to the call, according to Durham
District Court Clerk Judith
Johnson.
Durham police arrested Smith
the next day.
If found guilty of this misdemeanor, Smith could be subject
to a $1,000 fine, a year in jail,
or both, Johnson said.
Smith couldn't be reached for
comment. His attorney, Stephen
Morrison, had no comment.
The waitress, who asked to remain anonymous, declined to
comment.
.· .
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Gallen
GALLEN
continued from page 3
percent hike in electric bills last
year.
Gallen's opponent, Republican
Gov. Meldrim Thomson, has been
one of CWIP's strongest supporters.
Thomson vetoed an anti-CWIP
bill last year. A second bill to
outlaw the controversial electricity
surcharge failed to reach the House
Wednesday for debate.
"I favor building Seabrook, but
I do not favor the Mel Thomson
scheme of forcing the ratepayers
to pay for the plant in advance,"
Gallen said.

Cross country ski packages
69.59 and up

Friday &
Saturday
October 13&14

Open 9::\0-0 Mon.-Sat.

Gallen added that he hopes to

win federal funding for a study of
hydroelectric power plants in the
state.
Students, Gallen said, should be
allowed to elect their representative
on the University System Board

of Trustees. The student trustee

-----------------------------ooo•••••••
••••••••••••••aaaaaaaaaaoaaaa••••
OUR MOST POPULAR BOOT

is now chosen by Thomson from
five candidates elected by students.
"It's important that students
have some input in decisions being
made--a voice in the operation of
the University itself," Gallen said.
Thomson opposes the idea of a
student-elected trustee.
On decriminalizing marijuana,
Gallen said "the liberal use of
marijuana seems to have an effect
on the lifestyle of many youths,
who seem to have dropped out
from society.
"I would like to see a person
caught with a minute amount of
marijuana not have a record,"
he said, adding that he would
"have to have more input from
studies" before taking a stand on
decriminalization.
Gallen, who served in the state
legislature in 1974-1975, said his
term in office "was enough to make
me decide to run against the
Governor.''
Thomson's veto of the state's
H174 capital budget, which included
funds to bring the state hospital
up to federal standards, convinced
Gallen to run, he said.
"I knew that if I could obtain
that Democratic nomination I
stood a very good chance of beating
the Governor,'' he said.
Gallen said recent polls show
he and Thomson running neck and

INSULATED

WATER
REPELLENT
LEATHER
UPPERS

....-.-. "INTERIORS'

LEATHER-LINED

£ •tll1£RIORS'
"A t1Astf.RPl~£· fltl£st f\UIS
RABIS '!JllR AWORl Of ART.
£V£R MAO£. ust S££ n:'
'(OU
ti . WNSC-lV
-Gene sna\tt.

SEVERAL STYLES AVAILABLE FOR
BOTH MEN AND WOMEN
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN THE AREA

lwnYPAYMORE'

RED'S~!~~
Broadway

..._MON-FRI
________
.._SATURDAY
__________
__
9:00-5:30
9:30-9:00
6

FACTS TO KNOW WHEN DEALING WITH PUBLIC
UTILITY COMPANIES

I"INTERIORS I

neck, with independent Wesley
Powell trailing.
"I haven't got a handle on that
(Powell's candidacy) yet," Gallen
said. "I don't know if it will help
me or hurt me."
If Thomson is re-€lected, Gallen
said, "he's going to be involved
in the national Conservative
Caucus" and continue travelling
to Taiwan, Panama and South
Africa, as he has in the past.
"We need a full-time governor,"
Gallen said. " I will stay in the
state and take care of our own
backyard."

Electrical Companies:
1. An electric company may require you to pay a security deposit, but this
deposit may not exceed an estimated 30 day bill. An interest rate of 6 per

:;;jj:

'I!:j

4.

m:
\!H
:::: :

MEETING
Monday, Oct. 9 in
Rm. 320MUB
MEETING FOR ALL
THOSE INTERESTED
IN WORKING WI1H 1HE
GROUP. PLANS FOR
FILMS, WORKSHOPS,
AND OUR PUBLICATION
"LAMBIA HORIZONS;'
WILL BE DISCUSSED.

are not liable for any interruption of service due to J
causes beyond their control, nor are they responsible for damage of . ~
person or property resulting from the use of electricity.
l
I.

:ITTr Gas Companies:
?'
~~(

:::.::::.'.'..,!.,:

GAYS

~l=:~r~cb~!·mpanies

:
.

7:25 9:40

•

A security deposit may be required, but it may not exceed an estimated f.~
30 day bill, with 6 per cent per annum interest paid if the deposit is kept M
for more than 6 months.
W
2. Gas Companies may require signing of a Service Contract, covering t&
special circumstances of the use of gas.
3. Each bill must indicate amount of fuel used, or the information needed .~

i.

.

Im

'~=_,·.": '1~_!.: E:,fgi~;:;.~;.;;~;:• ,::•:up:~:.~.::.::P::.:: ::::.~i:~u:::: I
2.

The preceeding rights and requirements were taken from the State of New i1l
Hampshire Public Utilities Commission Rules and Regulations. If you feel Jffi
Ml that any of your rights have been violated by a public utility company, or if ~~
~l you have any questions, contact:

1
fi

ROOM 131.

ME~~~:is~~:F:~~~LDING

<MUB>

Moses Wine
Private Detective.
... so go figure ~ ~

!

,.~:' .' :;'."~:

eWgni - ·

..

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.--..

TECHNICOLOR&~

CttJI UH•YE.ASAI.. ClfT STUC>tOS tHC
All RIGHTS llll£SE111YED

1

Additional detailed information on the above subject and other consumer .
be available during second semester when the Student Ac~ tivities/Memorial Union Department will offer a weekly Consumer Educaff tion Program. Some topics to be covered will include Renting an Apar~i tment; Banking;. Health: Advertising; The Law; and Buying Autom"-iles
~i and Appliances. l.,ook for future details later in the semester.

SPONSORED

Richard
Dreyfuss ..

m

~ issues will

l~i

t1ew'tor1<erlolaga11ne ''" 4,20

_pene\tJpeGi\hatt.

iJ

1. A security deposit equal to a 2 month bill may be required, with a 6 per

I
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1.

I~@j T::::~:::~==~anies:
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.' '·
'
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.:'
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I: MAJESTIC
l CONS .

2. If your electricity bill is 30 days overdue, the company has the right to disconnect service after giving a 10 day written notice. The company can ~
charge disconnection and reconnection fees.
3. The amount of electricity used during each billing period must be stated :

...

W

CONCERNED

~:;! :::n~~~~ must be paid on deposits held by the company for more

:j.:..:·l::..:·..:.'1. .'·.
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Tuttle.;.- "It's total reaction"
By Nancy Carbonneau

is visible in many aspects. First,
he works out in the wrestling
room with graduate assistant
Pete Ramsy for an hour or two
before practice outside. He's a
human gumby, diving for balls,
playing from his knees, from the
floor he bats and punches the ball
away with every part of his body.
It's a lot of hard work, diving at
teet, flinging my body wildly at
balls, running through crowds of
players, but I love it," Tuttle
says.
He spent the entire summer
working out. Six days a week he
played soccer and participated in
a summer soccer league. Tuttle
attended a soccer camp run by

feet off the ground and parallel to
it, but somehow he punched the
ball away with his arm.
"It's total reaction," he says.
"I go after the white dot and don't
think about how or when I'm
going to do it, otherwise I'd make
mistakes,'' said Tuttle.
His height (5'11) could be a
disadvantage., but "Gordie's
quickness,
excellent ballhandling and kicking ability
make up for his lack of size,''
Kullen says. "He makes the other
team aware of how well he <':rn.
play his position."
"He plays better when there's a
big crowd," Ramsey says.
''There were a lot of hecklers
in the Now England soccer scene.
Jo~eph Machnic of the University
standing behind nts goal at Keene
They stand at 3-1-1 and play of New Haven that provided and he played his best game in a
powerful Connecticut today at 3 special training for collegiate while. He's a real individual and
p.m.
goalies. He worked with Brad he believes in himself, and at the
Tuttle is having an outstanding Stuerer, a former Keene State same time, he wants the team to
year (he still has another yeqr of goalie and Chicago Stings star, win more than anyone else."
eligibility), and has made some who helped him with angle
"It's tough to play a perfec;t
changes in his play and attitude positioning, challenging shooters game, Tuttle says. "I want every
Hours of hard work and practice typify the efforts of UNH socfrom last year. "I used to feel the and mastering play position.
game to be a shutout, but also to
pressure of playing goalie and
Tuttle has gained the confi- handle every ball the best way cer goaltender Gordie Tuttle, shown here making a save last
weeli against Brandeis. <Gerry Miles photo)
worrying
about
making dence of Kullen and his team- possible."
mistakes. When I did make mates by his style of play. "The
To correct the few mistakes he
mistakes it was difficult to put position of goalie is a very does committ, he analyzes every
them behind me. This year if I demanding one, and the in- play he made during the game
make a mistake, I forget about it dividual playing _it must have a with Ramsey and looks for ways
and concentrate on playing the certain eg9 and Gordie has it. The to improve his play. The work
next ball better," explained Tut- team has an unbelievable amount seems endless that Tuttle puts
from
athletic
department
tle.
of confidence in him," said forth, but, "The sacrifices we HUNSAKER
budgets.
continued
from
page
20
"This is typical of Gordon," ' Kullen.
make are for the team. Coach
One need only look to the
"He's so good; our offense gets Kullen demands a lot and we are ahead of Cloutier in the Yankee University
Kullen says, "He's very selfof
Vermont's
upset when they can't score on all really putting out for him," Conference, also happens to be dismissal of it's football program
demanding and critjcal. He spen$
hours praCticing, is the first to him in practice," Kullen says. explains Tuttle.
the coach's son, Joe Morrone, Jr., as ample evidence. ·
come and the last to leave the "He made ·a save against Gordon
Tuttle spends four hours a day a tall lanky individual whose
Naturally, the only solution is
practice field. I've never seen College that was a great one. The at practice attempting to perfect skills have earned him an in- to win, and to win against the big
anyone more hardworking. He's shot was hammered in and his his goaltending technique. He is·a vitation to the United States' ones. UConn is a big one.
arms went one way, his legs and courageous young man, as the Olympic soccer camp.
incredible."
Last Tuesday when the New
This hard work and dedication body the other. He was about four quote in his locker states.
Last week, UNH coach Kullen England soccer standings came
said his team could beat any out, UNH remained unranked.
team in New England, but Curious as to why his team was
quickly added, "we must play still mµHing in the swamps,
very well to do it." Had then UNH Kullen phoned Cliff Stevenson,
coach Art Young spoken in such the head coach at Brown and the
terms last year, many teams man in charge of standings for
might still be laughing. UNH was New England soccer.
just a joke.
Kullen asked what would hapThis year, however, brings a pen should UNH defeat UConn.
different tune and Morrone is one After a long pause Stevenson's
o1 the coaches who is singing it. answer was, "Do you really think
"We anticipate ·a very difficult UNH has a chance of beating
Attendance
Record 2-2
OPP
UNH
game with New Hampshire," he them?" According to Jack EdHoly Cross
19
14,112
14
said. "They're putting their mark wards, a forward for UNH, the.
X-Pt
FG Points
TD
Name
Central Conn.
13
5,000
36
in New England soccer.''
next day when team members
18
0
3
0
Cappadona
Boston University
15
11,500
5
But
the
mark
still
lacks
the
win12
showed
up for practice, they each
0
0
2
hie
Loe
West Chester
6,000
0
21
12
0
ning tradition which is so vital to. found taped to their locker
2
0
Romano
36,612
47
TOTALS
76

''A goalkeeper has to be
courgeous to the point of insanity."
This quote is posted in the
· locker of UNH soccer goalie Gordie Tuttle, and the secondsemester junior from nearby Lee
makes it a practice to live up to
that creedo.
Tuttle, -~ _gradua~e of Oyster
River High m Durham, was one
of the few bright spots on the
Wildcat soccer team in its dismal
season last year. But all that has
been put behind, as Coach Bob
Kullen, in less than five weeks,
has regrouped his team and
made the Cats strong contenders

UNH gains respect

Icat stats I

FOOTBALL
SEASON
STATS

Results

Scoring

0
1
1
1
0

6

1

9

Delozier
McDonnell
Dowd
Williams

2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

8
6
6
1

UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

10
7

9

1

!::;

0

76
47

lllman

Team stats
UNH OPP
65
74
39
35
27
25
1
12
241
294
1300 1120
13/6 15/8
31/30412/107

First Down
(By Rushing)
(By Passing)
(By Penalty)
Total Plays
Total Offense
Fumbles/Lost
Penalties/Yards

Name
Delozier
Nocera
Cameron
Loehle
Cappa dona
Coleman
Pinter
Wholley
Leavitt

No.
41
25
17
11
26
23
8
19
2

Yds.
209
149
109
90
80
69
38
18
2

Avg.
5.1
6.0
6.4
8.2
3.1
3.0
4.8
1.0
1.0

TD
1
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0

Long
22
30
35
42
14
13
14
9
4

UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

172
205

764
589

4.4
2.9

5
6

42
18

Com.
36
1
37
42

Int.
4
0
4
6

Yds.
530
6
536
531

Td
2
0
2
0

. , , ·u~H TO'fA~s .
OPPONENTS

TD

37 ; . 536 - ' 14.5
. 53-1 - '12.6
42

-2

Yds.
162
92
106
53
24
86
13

No.
2
2
2

Yds.
23
14
6

Avg.
11.5
7.0
3.0

TD
0
0
0

Long
14
8
8

UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

6
3

43
14

7.2
4.7

0
0

14
8

No.
5
3
3
1

Yds.
97
75
50
15

Avg.
19.4
25.0
16.7
15.0

TD
0
0
0
0

Kicking
Name
Ill man
Williams

Pct.
52.
100
53.
47.

UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

PAT
6-7
1-1

FG
1-2

7-8
3-4

1-3
0-2

Points
9

0-1
10
3

Interceptions

Avg.
12.5
11.5
17.7
17.7
8.0
43.0
6.5

No.
13
8
6
3
3
2
2

Nd me
Gaspary
Loe hie
Cappadona

Name
Loe hie
Benson
Cappadona
Pinter

Receiving
Name
Loe hie
Romano
Moore
Delozier
Benson
Cappadona
Nocera

Punting

0
1
0

o·

0
1
0

b.

')
\)

l

1

• . ;.'.1'.t."'"i""

Name
McDonnell
Dowd
Mucci
Marchese
Schrepfer

No.
2
1
1
1
1

Yds.
113
36
26
15
0

TD

UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

6
4

190
11

2
0

1
1
0
0
0

Name
Leavitt

No.
18

Yds.
609

Avg.
33.8

Long
54

UNH TOTAL
OPPONENTS

18
18

609
667

33.8
37.1

54
52

YC STANDINGS

Kick returns

Passing
Aft.
68
1
69
89

that sounds like overplaying the copy of the present soccer
pomt, out recent history nas ratings. UConn's name was cirshown the poor teams are the fir- cled.
~t to llo. When cutbacks are made · Need anything else be said?

Punt returns

Rushing

Name
Wholley
Leavitt
UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

soccer here at UNH. Perhaps Stevenson's quote along with a

Long
44
37
23
15

Cont. Overall
W-L
W-L

Boston University ·2 0
Massachusetts
1 0
New Hampshire
1 1
Rhode Island
0 0
Connecticut
0 0
Moine
0 2

3
1
2
2
1
1

0
2
2
1
3
3

SOCCER STATS
RESULTS
Overall
Conference
SCORING

GA
6
1

GF
8
0

W LT
3-1-1
0-1-0

TP

Goals Asst.

Cloutier

5

2

7

Douglas
Edwards
Kiernan
Miremadi
Klefos
Grynkewicz
TOTAL

1
1
0
0
0
1
8

1
0
1
1
1
0
6

2
1
1
1
1
1
14

Goaltending
Tuttle

G
5

GA
6

Svs.
51

.,
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Stickwomen squeeze
past U Conn, 2-1
The UNH women's field hockey
team continues in its domination
of other New England teams.
Tuesday, the Wildcats played an
uncharacteristically close game
against UConn, winning 2-1.

defense wouldn't yield.

The women travelled to New
Haven, Conn., to face the Yale
Bulldogs yesterday, but the
results were unavailable-at press
time.

With fifteen seconds remaining
in the first half, Patty Foster
.made what later proved to be a
very important goal. Haroules
initiated the play, sending a drive
across the center of the striking
circle. Sticks from both teams
tapped the ball momentarily
before Foster nailed it into the
cage.

Tomorrow the Wildcats will
play host to Brown. The Bruins
provide the ·opposition in what
will be the third game in five days
for UNH. Game time is 11 a.m . at
Memorial Field.

"UNH ~on it in the first half,"
said Wright. ''They were more
aggressive. There was a lot of
mid-field play, but UNH took advantage of its few circle shots .

On Tuesday, even UNH coach
Jean Rilling admitted it was
closer than she'd expected. UNH
won its fourth game of the
season, downing the University of
Connecticut, 2-1.

The second half started out
dangerously for the Wildcats
UConn took possession of the ball
and forced a_penalty corner.
- UNH goalle Kelly Stone said
that there weren't a lot of good
shots, but "there was a lot of
pressure. "

" It was a good game " said
Rilling. " We were very fo~tunate'
to get the two goals in the first
ha lf."
The teams, which UConn coach
Diane Wright termed " probably
the two strongest teams in the
northeast, ' ' played twenty
minutes of scoreless ball.

The Huskies persisted in the i r
second half attack . After
nineteen minutes , co-captain
Valerie McCord narrowed the
score to 2-1.

Gaby Haroules. the Wildcat's
leading scorer, broke the deadlock
wnn a snot rrom me center atter
UNH forced a corner play.

Throughout the final sixteen
minutes of the game, both teams'
defenses were pressured. Public
address announcer Bob Rilling
repeatedly called out the time
remaining and reminded the
audience, "It's anyone's game."
But at the final whistle, it was
UNH's.

Tight, predominantly mid-field
play resumed after Haroules 's
goal.
UNH had a few
breakaways, but the UConn

A UNH field hockey player gathers a crowd during Tuesday's contest with UConn. The Wildcats
won, 2-1, to up their record to 4-0. (Lisa Winchester photo.> , .

-Netmen rebound; heat UVM
Rebounding from last week 's
loss to UMass , its first in three
years, the UNH men's tennis
team got back on track Tuesday
with an 8-1 shellacking of Vermont.
The Wildcats journey to Storrs,
Conn., today to face yet another
Yankee Conference foe, UConn.
First seed Bill Morrell was the
only Catamount victim Tuesday,
losing to UVM's Peter Follett 5-7,
6-3, 3-6.
Jeff Lynch, Mike Lyness, Sam
Richards, Fred Bailey, and Ed
Kolnsaki all downed their respective Catamounts in three set
matches.
Kolna~ki got into the Wildcat

UNH volleyhallers master
By Gary Crossan

we were sluggish."
Bobcat Sue MacDougall, a tall
and awesome spiker, stunned the
Cats in the first game, blocking
many UNH <link attempts and
spiking anything · Bates setter
Mindy Hanssen could get near
her. Bates won going away, 15-5.
"She was the only good spiker
they had,'' said sophomore Ellen
Winiarczyk. "We just concentrated on her and brought
everybody else back."
This seemed to be the cure for
the Bates offensive sting, as
MacD01,1gall's effect was considerable lessened in the second
game. Sophomore Iris Rauscher
came up with some impressive
blocks, combined with the spikes
of Lynne Jqster and Paula Casey
to keep the Cats close at 13-12.
But the Bates momentum would
not die, as the Bobcats eeked out
a 15-12 win.
The warm up was over.

Was this the same UNH volleyball team that easily took care of
BU and handily defeated a strong
UMaine team last Saturday?
Was this the same team that
beat Vermont in two straight and
barely lost to highly rated
UMass?
And more recently, was this the
same group that overcame Fitchburgh St. (3-1) Monday, a team
that UNH coach Jane Job said
had, "the best ball control of any
team we've played this year"?
Yes and no ..
Yes, because UNH won its
match against Bates College
Wednesday, 3-2 with their share
at 15-4, 15-5 and 15-3. And not
because for the first game and a
half the Cats could not hold, pull
or even push anything together.
"We started very, very slow,"
said Job. "It's been a hard week
(four matches in five days) and

.

B~tes

Behind the spiking of Casey,
freshman Maryanne McNamara
and the well-placed sets of
Winiarczyk, the Cats new 6-2 offense (three spikers in the front
row) overwhelmed Bates in the
third game. Senior Kim Ashton
almost singlehandedly stopped
the few booming spikes MacDougall managed t<!_get off as the
rest of the defense provided solid
backup.
What followed next was quick
and efficient. The Cats gave up 8
points in the last two games as
the team of Winiarczyk and McNamara whittled away at the
Bobcats' collapsing defense.
"We covered the middle much
better today/ ' said Job. "And
things are looking smoother
around the net.' '
The Cats host Bridgewater and
Clark tomorrow at 3 p.m. in
Lundholm Gym.

/

back in UConn 's last game can
also be used a flanker.
Rusty Umberger, also a freshman has alternated with Dave
G_reenhalgh at quarterback also.

SPORTS ON CAMPUS

All of the intercollegiate sports will be represented on campus
this week, as many of the programs begin winding down .
The week 's schedule:
FOOTBALL: .Connecticut, Cowell Stadium, tomorrow 1:30 pm.

SOCCER: Connecticut, Brackett Field, today 3 pm ; Maine,
same place, Friday 3 pm .
· FIELD HOCKEY: Brown, Memorial Field, tomorrow 11 am.
VOLLEYBALL: Bridgewater and Clark, Lundholm Gym , tomorrow3pm.
.
CROSS COUNTRY: Men vs. Maine, Friday 3 pm ; Women
vs. Brown and Harvard, tomorrow 11: 30; Maine, Friday 3 pm.
TENNIS: Men vs. BU, Field House courts, Wednesday 2 pm;
Women vs. Dartmouth, same place, Thursday 3 pm.

'rhe running backs should all be
freshmen also, as highly-touted
Raymond James, a 9.4 sprinter
from Louisiana, is not expected
to start.
"We've been inconsistent on offense," said Nadzak.
As many as four starters could
be out with injuries, Nadzak said.
"I feel like George Washington
crossing the Delaware with all
our walking wounded," he said.
Both coaches agree that the
game will be lost by the team that
makes the most mistakes . " We
hope UConn continues to make
mistakes ," said Bowes. "If we
have to take the ball the length of
the field, we'll have difficulty
because no one's done that to
them. "
FOOTBALL, page 16
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ch teamed up for a slugfest that
ended just before sunset, winning
5-7' 7-5, 6-3.
Bailey ~nd Richards handily
downed UVM's Follett and E d
Bonfill in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.
Kolnaski and David Stone
withstood a strong second set
comeback from UVM's Bill Hansen and Peter Dunn' to take the
third set and wrap up the 8-1 UNH
win, 6-1, 4-6, 6-1.
The Cats final r~gular season
match is at home Monday against
Boston University. The match
will be the last tune up for the
Yankee Conference Championships on Wednesday and Thurday.

·S PORT SHORTS
Athletic IDs required
Students are once again reminded that they must have their
athletic ID tickets to.gain admission to tomorrow's football game
without paying the $3 general admission price.
The tickets can be picked up at the Field House ticket office until 7: 30 tonight. They_will not be available on the day of the game.

BU· 5th in I-AA poll
According to the latest Division I-AA poll conducted by the
NCAA, the Boston University football team is ranked fifth in the
nation behind number one South Caroline State. Yankee Conference foe Rhode Island is in a three-way tie for tenth place.
The Terriers sport ·a 3-0 overall record going into this week's
game against Dartmouth. They lead the Yankee Conference with
a 2-0 record, having beaten Maine and UNH.
UNH and UMass also received votes in the poll.

Racketwomen 4-1
after downing UConn
By Gerry Miles

Sore Huskies visit Durham
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20
signal-caller, Maron Clark, will
be at split end. Freshman Ken
Sweitzer, who started at quarter-

lineup when number six singles
regular Jim Cobban suffered a
slow-healing ankle injury. Since
then, Kolnaski has won all his
singles and doubles competitions.
According to UNH Coach
Dwight Peters, "Tliere's always
been a rivalry between UNH and
UVM. For the last four years it's
been a battle for the Yankee Conference title. It's a good
wholesome competitive attitude."
The UNH doubles teams ran up
against more strong Vermont
competition but managed to win
despite a cold wind and the late
afternoon shadows:
First doubles Morrell and Lyn-

The UNH Women's tennis team
had. its chances for two victories
in two days thwarted when rain
halted their match against UMass
Wednesday.
·
Prior to Wednesday's match, the
netwomen came from behind after
trailing a strong University of
Connecticut team 3-2 with two
straight victories to win the match
54, raising their already climbing
record to 4-1.
The Huskies entered Tuesdays
contest with a 2-2 mark coming off
a 4-3 loss. to Boston University. It
was also the first time the two
teams had ever played one another.
Pam Dey and Diane Brooks
recorded the first UNH victories
with straight set wins of 6-3, 6-3
and 6-4, 6-4 respectively.
Connecticut College Tournament
winner Fran Freitas then downed
UNH first singles player Pam
Smith 6-3, 6-4. "It was close,"

said Freitas after the match. "She'd
miss a shot and then I'd miss a
shot. It went up and down like a
yo-yo."
"I made mistakes," said Smith
who didn't play in last Friday's
match against Bridgewater. "She
was more aggressive. I didn't
hit real well." .
A &1, 7-6 win by UNH Freshman
Lori Holmes increased the UNH
lead to 3-1. "I just got overconfident," said Holmes after winning
in the second set tie breaker.
Hohnes lead easily through the first
set, found herself in a different

position in the second set. "I was
up 3-0, then she gained ground and
l still was leading 5-3. But then

she won two straight to tie 5-5,
and then it see-sawed to 6-6. I
knew I could win the tie breaker.
She had strong forehand which
got str_onger during play so we hit

a
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Varsity ·injuries cited

JV football slate cancelled
By Paul Keegan
All UNH junior varsity football
games this fall have been cancelled by the Men 's Athletic
Department, 11ccording to head
football coach Bill Bowes.
The four game season, which
was scheduled to begin Sunday at
home against Massachusetts,
was cancelled because an
, unusually large number of varsity players have been injured
and the coaching staff has had to
dip into the jayvee team, Bowes
said.
Only about 25 jayvees remain
after the injuries. While this is
barely enough to field an offense
and a defense, further injuries
could bring the JV season to an
abrupt end while the varsity's
woes would continue. Bowes said
the m.ove was necessary ,
especially since the varsity is
shallow in certain positions.
Bowes said there will be jayvee
games next fall .

AH junior varsity players will
continue to practice with the varsity as they have done all year,
Bt>wes said.
" We were forced to do it," he
said. "One thing we've never
done is to deprive a kid of trying
out or playing football.
If
someone comes to me and. wants
to play football, I make a de!it
with them . I tell them if they are
willing to come back to fall practice (which begins . in midAugust) on their own, they're
welcome, ·and if someone gets
hurt and a positior;i opens up, he 'll
have a place to stay and he'll get
fed ."
One advantage -the · move will
give the. coaches is t~at, under a
nPW

Nr.AA rulin,q , freshmen can

be red shirted. If they had played
in junior varsity games, however,
they would have used up one year
of eligibility. As it stands now,
many of what Bowes called "the
best freshman class we've ever

\~\~l~mm~~: Lee Hunsaker mmnmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmi~l~l~Ii

UNH trying to build
•
soccer reputatwn

Today's soccer game against nationally ranked Connecticut at Brack,e tt Field could well represent the future of Wildcat soccer, not just for this season, but for some years to
come.
Events of the last three weeks have proven that UNH has
a bona fide Yankee C-onference 'c ontender in the 1978 soccer
team, something many soccer buffs haven't quite been able
to grow accustomed to ... yet.
But something is missing. .
For example,. in their last four games, the Wildcats have
defeated Boston College, Gordon College and Brandeis
while tying Keene State. 0f those four teams, BC, Brandeis
and Keene State were ranked eleventh in New England
before playing UNH.
Where are they now? Ofthe three, Brandeis is the only
one to remain in the top fifteen.
The Judges are ranked twelfth, while BC and Keene State
have slipped down to the fine print under the standings
which reads, "Also receiving votes."
Unfortunately, UNH is right there with them.
The situation is puzzling. After defeating three of the
top fifteen teams, sporting a 3-1-1 record, boasting the
Yankee Conference's second leading scorer in Mike Cloutier
(five goals and two assists) and All-New England goaltender
Gordon Tuttle (1.2 goals against average with 51 saves), the
Wildcats have yet to be considered as a soccer team.
Why? UNH is missing one major asset. According to
UNH head coach Bob Kullen, it's a winning tradition.
"It's tough to crack (the top ten) unless you' re on the .
traditional teams, who have always been up there," said _
Kullen. "UNH has no soccer tradition to fall back on ."
"My impression is that to be one of the top ten," he continued, "you must prove yourself. You have to do something earthshaking."
To put the picture in another perspective, UNH must beat
UConn. There is no choice. There can be no tie, certainly
not a loss. A win is the only solution.
But the Huskies are one of those traditional teams.
Presentiy, -UConn is ranked second in New England, fifteenth in the nation. UMass (first in New England and 13th
nationally) is the only Eastern t_eam above them.
Last year, UConn wasn't as fortunate posting a 9-11-1
record, the first losing season in seven years for the Storrs _
based team .
T his year, according to mentor Joe Morrone, UConn is
on a streak . "The.difference is two-fold over last year," said
Morrone, who is . noted for his wild sideline antics. "Last
year we started five freshmen and lost our first string goalie
(Bob Ross to a shoulder injury). This year, though we lost
Ross again, Barry Stringfellow (a freshman from Delaware)
has done a credible job in nets and we now have the ex. . . ,_
perience on defense. "
UConn has gone five straight games witho'ut being scored
upon. But the Huskies, like UNH, remain a young team with
o@y three seniors on the squad and inexperience will undoubtedly begin to creep up .
Both teams go with the 4-3-3 formation, although UNH
has deviated from that with their own 4-3 1/ z-2 1/ z on occassion.
Their leading scorer, who happens to be the only one
HUNSAKER, page 18

had," will still have four years ot
eligibility remaining, as long as
they don't play in varsity games.
Thirteen injured first or second
string varsity players will not
dress for tomorrow's game
against UConn. The injury toll
runs over 20 for the entire squad.
Certain positions are especially
weak, Bowes said. These include
inside linebacker (co-captain
Mike Marchese is still out),
defensive end (Keith Reynolds is
lost for the season) , fullback
(Skip Swiezynski hasn't played
yet> and three offensive tackles
(including starter Paul Kelly)
who won't dress tomorrow .
"Inside linebacker is a good
example," Bowes said. "Some
i?UYS (]llit . SOmP ciicin't m~ke it

through school, and before school
even started we were down four
linebackers . Then Mike Marchese was injured twice and his
back-up, Mike Hennessey, is still
recovering from a concussion."
Bowes added that many
players who would normally plaYspecial teams , as well as a
regular position, cannot or should
not play on kick-off and punt
return situations because of
nagging injuries. Hence, many of
the younger- players fill in on
special teams.
Bowes said there isn't a
small·~r number of players going
out this year--in fact there are
almm.t ~. 00 players on the team.
" It's about what we've always
had.,' Bowes said. "It's- just that ·
we'n~ so far down injury-wise."

//

UN~ flank~r

Dave Loehle has that sinlilng feeling as he goes
down durmg last week's game against West Chester.
Tomorrow, the Cats face Connecticut in yet another "crucial"
game, UNH's second within the Yankee Conference. <Tom
Lynch photo) .

the new hampshire

sports

UConn key .game for >g'ridders
IJy Paul Keegan
What's all this .fuss about
playing UConn Saturday? Aren't
these the same Huskies that won
only one game all last year a11d
are 1-3 so far in 1978? Aren't they
the ones that did all the talking a
few years ago about going bittime then had four straight losing
seasons?
Aren't they starting a virtually
all-freshman offensive backfield
this season?
True . All true. However,
tomorrow 's game at Cowell
Stadium (1:30) is crucially im-.
portant for the Wildcats for one
reason: it is a Yankee Conference
game, and after the. loss to BU
two weeks ago, every Conference
game - whether it be against
UConn or UMass - is critical.
" I certainly don 't want to be 0-2
in the Conference," said UNH
head coach Bill Bowes. "If that
happens we can kiss any hopes ofa
-conference title goodbye."

And while the Wildcats will be
taking Connecticut ever so
seriously, they know that victories tomorrow and in the next
game against
Maine on
homecoming weekend will put
them back in the middle of
things.
"We know anything can happen
in the Yankee Conference," said
Bowes. "Certain teams will
knock other teams off and it
should balance off a little. Every
game is important from now on. "
Though UConn's offense is
suspect, having scored only 10
points in its last three games (all
losses), Bowes said its defense
will be as good as any UNH has
played against all year, and that
in~ludes Holy Cross (now 4-Q in
Div. I-A >and BU (3-0>.
"Nobody has been able to move
the ball against UConn ," said
Bowes. "Especially Navy <which
won, 30-0 >, which has a good team
this year. They 've had a lot- of

fumbles, which has given other
teams good field position. "
When told of BowP.~'s complimentary remarks, UConn coach
Walt -Nadzak laughed. "I think
Coach Bowes is trying to psyche
you out, " he chuckled. "I don't
know if it's that good. But we
have been playing pretty good
defense. We've made a lot of
mistakes on offense because
we're a young team."
"They have at times started an
all-freshman backfield," said
Bowes. "They have inexperience
at the skill positions, though their
offesnive line is made up of either
juniors or seniors . They've gotten
good blocking. ''
.
The offensive backfield has
been switched around so much it
is difficult to tell who will be
playing_ where. Nadzak said he
could start any one of four qµarterbacks Saturday. Last year's
FOOTBALL page 19
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